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Science is spotlighted in the presence of an
outstanding female instructor, the latest in a
series of "Mr. Sciences" in this rural midwestern
sate, and in the surrounding farm lands where
principles of scientific management of land,
machinery,, fuel, and fertilizer dictate events.

Family farms afe growiqg larger; school en-
rollments are declining as rural market-towns
lose tlieir basic purpose and historic functions
amidst an urbanized society. The area is pros-
peroui, the schools do not lack for material re-
sources. Nonetheless, another round of consolid-
ation seems hear, the observer reports, because
of 29eXiorable pressures exerted by demographic
shift's and economic forces generated by national

and international affairs. .

Morale and. pride may not be enough, the study
suggests, if ingiedients essential to a comprehen-
sive curriculum and maintenance of reasonable class
size-are not at hand. A former board member remarks:

I have a neighbor who still thanks me
for the advqrced math class of only
three studellts he took. This was _twelve
or so years ago. . . . On the board
we discussed that small lass quite a
bit. In the end; we justified it by
the results of the education of the
youngsters involved. , . . Now,

people often vote their pocketbooks

0
and not their inteliigence.

The sons and daughters of land-holders know
4 where they are going--2.e., back to the farm--and

are impatient to get there even if four years of
higher education loom immediately ahead. Mean-
while, their classmates leave for nearby cities
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and, perhaps,, a place in the Junior colleges
where vocational classes abound.

Current debates over environmental issues
suggest that BRT.may represent the climax of an
agricultural era dominating the United States
in the past:quarter-century. It has served the
nation and its people- well, and,has produced
bountiful harvests for other countries, too.
But the accompanying changes in land use'patterns
have irrevocably altered the face of rural
America. ,BRT stands out as 'a classic example of
this interplay of technolOgy, land, and recent
advances in agricultural research.

Maybe, Just maybe, seeds of doubt con-
cerning whetner a continuation of this course
is the most desirable option for BRT, Illinois,
the midwest, and the nation are discernible
in the following pages. Some readers, however,
will see.them as an eloquent testimonial to
a revered way of life.
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"THE MATERIAL. IN f HIS REPORT IS BASED UPON WORK SUPPORTED BY THE NA
TIONAL SCIENC FOUNDA-1 ION (:;" cr NO. C 7521134. ANY OPINIONS,
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THE VIEWS OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION."
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BACKGROUND

Spirit runs high in BRT, the school district always referred to by the first initials of
the three towns that compose this midwestern, rural, consolidated school district. B is for
Barton, R for Rhodes, and T for Turnview. The visitor to BRT High School during its most
spirited week--Homecoming--would have seen signs attached to walls, ceilings, and lockers
urging BRT's Panthers to "Beat Dawson to a pulp" or "Bash their skulls in." The seventh
period's family living class took comfort that "The Dawson Bulldogs are sterile. They can't
produce a victory." And, indeed, they couldn't. For BRT won this game, as well as the con-
ference championship for the second consecutive year. On the strength of such successes (and
others announced in newspaper clippings featured in the display case of the building's main
lobby: "Area Youth's Science Paper Second Best" and "BRT Takes Area's Top Science Project
Award", good feel4pg prevails in BRT, but possibly not for top long; for in. the midst of
this year's football season, the superintendent surveyed the approximately 1600 residents
living in their eighty-three-square-mile school district. This survey confirmed in the most
unavoidably drastic terms what had long been sensed and feared by BRT loyalists: the number
of children born in the school district during the past five years had declined precipitously,
and probably irreversibly. The results showed sixteen children under,one year old, eigh een
under two, fifteen under three, sixteen under four, and fifteen under five. Moreover, ere
are only seventeen students in the fourth grade and seventeen in the fifth grade, Althol gh
the overall total in K-8 of 212 establishes an average enrollment of about twenty-three per
grade. A four year high school of under 70 students, in contrast to its present 136, seems
not far off, though it is unlikely ever to be reached. Mont probably neither the state nor
the school district will allow it to happen. From all indications, the forces of consolida-
tion are once more gathering momentum in rural Illinois, and the BRT that emerged in 1953
during its last crest is most likely to be replaced by some new alphabet soup.

4

In the meantime, contentment prevails An ,BRT. "Silence," says one school board member,
"means things are OK at school. I'm available in try store so I easily hear complaints. A
while back we started hearing about music because we only had one teacher. We hired a second
one and now that's OK." Parents and teachers are too modest and too honest to claim they've
attained educational nirvana. Yet.the dominant tone is of general well-being, order, control,
and a reasonable degree of success, whatever the domain. The result is a strong feeling of
pride. Some teachers are seen as stronger thli others, and same wish they could perform more
competently than they do, but there is no visible distress directed toward any Rart of the
school program. The band is good and so are the athletic teams. The non-college bound get
jobs and the college-bound g n admission to college and do as well as studets, teachers,

About four months after the above mentioned survey, BRT residents were polled to
learn their feelings toward consolidation. Of 606 respOnses, 170 were definitely a inst 4

it, 329 thought the school district should be looking for other districts favorable to on-
solidation in BRT, and 103 were undecided. Upon receiving the-results of the poll, the
school board voted not-to pursue the matter further.
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and parents expect. Teachers appear to be in accord with each other and student-teacher
relations are amicable. All groups are pulling in the same direction, guided by a shared
though not necessarily explicit sense of end and appropriate means.

To be sure, last year's tax increase of forty cents in the edUcational fund and twelve
and a half cents in the building fund was useful, but it proved to be a stop-gap measure, at
best, that could not keep the budget in the black or deter BRT's Citizen Advisory Committee

,

frim.exploring school programs for possible elimination. Notwithstanding the potential for
financial hard times, BRT's prevailing sense of well-being reflects the years of affluende
ehjoyed by its farmers whose astonishingly fertile black soil economically undergirds the
school system. And'it is their ethos which dominates, because school board members past and
present have been drawn from the ranks of farmers. Even the teachers reflect a rural orien-
tation, with fourteen of thirty-three living in the school district and another nine commut-
ing from nearby small towns. In accord, however, with the agricultural realities of the
nation, no more than five per cent of BRT's present high school students expressed a desire
to farm.

Grades 5-8, BRT's four-year junior high, are located in a venerable building in Turnview,
strong on memories but lacking somewhat in modernity. High school students boast that per-
haps no other school in the area is as clean as their own, referring to the almost twenty-
year old, T-shaped building which houses grades K-4 and 9-12 in Rhodes, the middle town of
the three which comprise the district. A most common sight in the halls of the big building
is the custodian, pushing his broom with the four-foot-wide s eeper along the never very
dirty floors. Any tendency to litter is deterred because of other common sight in the
halls--the superintendent. In between class periods, he s s at a crossroads in the hig
school wing of the building, his presence reinforcing t order to which he is committed. 40,-

He is a new superintendent, only the district's third since 1953.

In fact, the'stability conducive to the establishment of tradition was provided by the
district's first superintendent, who administered BRT from 1953 to 1973, enjoying the same
five school board members for a full fifteen years of that tenure..-.And the tradition'that
prevailed during most of the district's existence is identified as conservative--"We don't
buy everything that comes along"--regarding ideas and material goods; respectful of the
basics--"We hear about this all the time on, the board. We read about it in the journfala.
Teach 'em to read. There's no kid likely to graduate from BRT who can't read"; and supportive
of educational achievement:

I have a neighbor who still thanks me for the advanced math class of only
three students he took. This was twelve or so years ago. The emphasis
then was all who wanted to 'go to college should have the opportunity, if
it was feasible. On the board we discussed that small class quite a bit.
In the end, we justified it by the results of the education of the young-
sters involved. The education of students was our number one priority on,
the hvara at that time. Now, people often vote their pocketbooks and not
their °intelligence. We had high ideals. Edlyate,kids within our means,
facilities, talent, and the capacity of the populace -to support. Our
philosophy was education.

By almost any standards BRT is a small school district. It experiences, accordingly,
the limitations of such districts, though mitigated by its exceptional tax base.2 Most

2
With an assessed valuation of $20,000,000 and an educational tax rate of 2,000, BRT has

more money available per student than most districts in the county.

9
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reactions to BRT reflect.th'e, fact of its size, not its rural location. Other than the
vocational agriculture program and an occasional teacher's or student's reference to agri-
culture to exemplify a point, the curriculum is not influenced by its rural setting. Board
members say their school should be no different from an ufban school, since the overwhelm-
ing majority of graduates live elsewhere and don't,farm.- "The needs of students should be
dominant. We educate them for an unknown future." Qne educator, though, reflects on the
mass exodus of graduates with some regret, noting that it sweeps out of the community
persons whom he believes would make valuable residents.

Academitcally-oriented kids leave . . . . We don't keep those who use
education to advance themselves. The ones who stay Zook for things
oriented to the land. Our do'ctors and lawyers are all off somewhere
else.

But the Limitations of size are not critical, and even those who identify them probably
would not wish to pay the "price" of a larger system in order to gain its advantages. A
parent says,

, There's too few offerings on the one hand and too little competition
on the other. When my on went to the university he was at a disad-
vantage in his trig class. The big city kids had a backgr ound that
he didn't have.

A board member believes their small size restricts the curriculum. The junior high princi-
pal notes the same point.: "We can't offer the shopwork, typing, and that sort of thing."
He adds, however, that they have solid reading and math.

If you go through those files the says, pointing to a filing cabinet),
you'll see that our kids test out slightly above average in all
subjects on the Stanford Aptitude Tests. Studentscleave here as well-
prepared in the basics as kids from any school anywhere. And we have
no discipline problems like in bigger places. Teachers don't have to
take time to worry about classroom control.

And g parent agrees, with one reservation expressed without concern:

My daughter got as good an education at BRT as ehe would get anywhere.
Big city kids function better at the university and in business, but
this I think results from the social mix in the city and not from edu-
cational factors. me

The curricular meaning of smallness, notwithstanding an uncritical perception of its
consequences, is perhaps best captured by these factg: the high school has only one social
studies teacher, one math teacher, and one science teacher. (The Nlicational agriculture
teacher offers the required course in earth science; but it is agricAlture, not science,
that claims his major attention and concern.) Accordingly, if the instructor is weak, a
student's entire educational experience in the subject is impoverished. And the subject's
program is only strong as one teacher can make it, Furthermore, the social studies
teacher teaches five periods each day and has four different preparations; the math teacher
teaches six pericids with six different preparations; and the science teacher teaches six
periods with fivz.different preparations.3 Each teacher has one free period daily.

3
By choice, the science and math teachers teach six periods. Thy standard load is

five.periods,one study hall, And one preparation period,
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Within the above general context of fact and feeling, science, math, and social
studies are taught. More specifically, however, we see the three subjects enjoying adif-
ferential status in several different respects. First, the school requires only one year
of math and social studies, while it requires two years'of science. (No conclusive expla-
nation was provided to account for this distinction.) Second, variable salience is attached
to each of them, social studies laboring under the lowest esteem, with science and math-sub-
stantially more respected, possibly in that order.

The following set of quotations from parents, board members, teachers, and tht guidance
counselor will demonstrate social studies' role as academic stepchild, whose only permanence
in BRT's 'high school curriculum comes by virtue of the state requirement of one year of U.S.
history. For example, a teacher points to the students' vocational orientation and conse-
quent dissatisfaction with social studies.

I've taught social studies. The kids Zook on it as not really neces-
.sary. . Even i*U.S. history they ask what good it'll do me in making
a living'. Kids see social studies as something to get credit for
that won't be as hard as math and science. So they're looking for a
watere,l-down program.

A parent believes the students' greater knowledge of the social-world turns them away from
the study of it.

The lenowledgeability of students about World and state affairs affects
their*resvonse to its study. They know more about social 'studies than
about science: . So they feel they don't need social studies. This is
to their credit, I think. Besides, the whole atmosphere of the school
is toward citizenship, not just the social studies.

One board member observed that there has never been much talk about the subject at board

meetings and he had no idea why it was not more important. An administrator of long ex-
perience confirmed this observation.

There's just been no reaction from the public eo social studies.
There has been to English, math, and sci,ence. In English,, if you
don't buckle down to it, you don't get,it. Math and science need to
be talked about in class. But social studies is less controversial
as far as the calibre of teaching demanded by parents. In-twenty
years I had no criticism and it is not as though the teachers were
always doing a good job.

,

Finally,,the conjUnction-of coaching and social-studies teaching during most of the life
of the school district has placed this area of instruction in the hands of the least stable
person on a high school staff, the coach. One educator fell that it was not theJact the;
the coaches were coaches that made them poor social studies teachers, but, rather, 'what(
they were like as teachers. Another disagreed.

Over the years we've had as many games replayed in class as history'
lessons taught. The tendency is for the teacher2vcoach to digress in
class. And there's not much history taught on the footbal' field.
We've been the victim of the college tie-in between a coaching major
and a socialAstudies minor.

Math, in contrast to social studies, is perceived as related to vocational needs. It
benefits from the general sentiment of being a basic subject and is therefore taught, inddtd
emphasized, at every grade up through the ninth. After that, studenls often perceive it'as
too difficult, as do their parents. And though approximately two-fifths of the students
take a second }rep; of math, many take the vocationally-oriehted technical math course.
Table 1 below indicates the comparative attractiveness of -optional study in mathr-social
studies, and science. Math occupies a middle position in attracting students to its
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opportunities, about one-third of tffe students enrolling in technical'math. In my
opinion," says a board member, "math is more important than a'foreign 11Inguage." He
continues:

I've got to go with my experience. I never took a foreign language.
I doubt that my ddughter in high school will need a foreign,. language,
in later life. Math is tops, I guess, because Ws important in my
'businesselectrical work and farming. I can't see a person go
through life without math. English isn't that important [Zook at
President Ford], especially litevature. I think this is the board's
point of viep. But we did go for that extra teacher in music. It
probably he with leisure time.

K

TABLE 1
NUMBER OfrSTUDENTS TAKING OPTIONAL MATH,

SOCIAL STUDIES, AND SCIENCt COURSES, 1974-76

Year Math Social Studies ' Science

1974-75 38 ' `2 2D 39

1975-76
3, 2Q 5

The reservations about taking much more .than the reqqiired year.of math, however; are set
forth by the high school guidance counselor, who has mediated between students and their
course selections for many years.

4
People are turned off by rrath because they think it's harder than

IA other subjects. TA'ey can say about a Bourse like biology, "OK, I'll-
get this and I'll relate, it ,to being on a farm." But if they get to
\advanced math without.a goal .tor,using it, they can't relate to it.
Locdl parents are defensive about math, while they know their kids
got through earth science and biology OK.

Among all academic subjects taught in BRT high scblool. science occupies a special
place. Notwithstanding that BRT requires two years of science stpdy (one in earth science
and olie selected by the student from courses in biology,' botany, zoology, chemistry and
physics), the area_does not predictably draw significantly more students to its classes
every year than does math. But it aleems to possess an aura of-favor, acceptance, and res.-

/ponsiveoesa to it greater than that of other subjects. , -

IL
\

The twp-year requirement is
e
variously explained. One explanation holds tnatlit is

BRT's reaction to the North Ventral Association's strong recommendation to t fect at
a time when the district had been on-A warned basis. Another explanation is tha , since
the University of Illinois requires two years of science for entering students, it is wige
or BRT to do the same. Meeting these requirements thereby qualifies' BRT students for any

university they would want to enter.' This argument-does not hold up, though, since the
University 'of Illinois also reqPIres two ye-ars of math. "In the end," explains one educa.-=
tor, "Whe community prefers science and that's how we justify) wo years of science and not
math."

I

Science has benefited fr having been taught by,ttie same teacher, Mr. Burg, from 1953
to 1972. By grading generous y he made it easy for students to take science classes. For
example, in a two -year' pert which is indicAtive of their usual pattern of grading,



,Mr. Burg awardeld forty-three of fifty -five and forty-eight of sixty students either A's or
B's; while Mr. L., the math teacher, awarded only twenty-one of fifty-three and twenty-
three of sixt' students either A's or B's. The school board appreciated Burg's contribution.

When you have a good teacher you try to.make use of him if what he does
fSts in with ;,,bar program and the needs of the kids. Mr. Burg "was

1;ked by t'e cotTunity and by the students. He cared even after they
got out of college. Our daughter made a point to see him whenever she
came home. He set up our science fairs.'

/

lese science fairs are the closest academic counterpart of the invariably popular
musical or athletic performanct. They have been and continue to be important in shaping a
climate of support for science study. Student piojects are prepared, displayed in the gym,
and compete with other student projects, locally regionally, and eventually on a state-
wide level. The fairs attract many parents, including those withouittudatudents in the compe-
tition. Being contests as well as displays, the fairs provid,e a clear sense of winners and
losers. "What the people can see and they know they like, you get pressure to emphasize,"
said one board member. 'A former BRT administrator acknowledged with regret the competitive
aspect. "Parent§ (look) at the prize end of the fair'more than what the kids (get) out of
it." But he went on to emphasize the,student gain,.

)

The f:zirs give kils incentive to delve. deeply. I know my daughter
> stud-:e.71 .7A. She wrote Quite a paper; learned many things I didn't

kno,2. The pro,!ects were mostly, extracurricular, but naturally they
also worked on them during class time.

Mrs. '1., the present science teacher, continues the science club and the science fairs
begun by Mr. Burg. She exceeds the ordinary expectations of Tier status and is appreciated
for this contribution. Last year, for example, she helped several girls study anatomy on
an individual basis during her only free period. Anatomy is not taught at BRT. The board
purchased the cats for dissection and Mrs. N. provided the time and instruction. She v's
the confidence of the board members and gets from them the equipment she needs, though\
actually she needs little since the larger lab equipment was obtained by her predecessor
with the help of NDEA funds.

The next section, which focuses on science at BRT, provides 41 mare extensive picture
fif Mrs. N. and science education. It contaihs-, is do 04 blaseluent sections on math and
racial studies, several documents which are intended to portray this study's target pro-
grams: interviaws with teachers who at the high school and junior high level embody the
particular program described in the section; excerpts of notes from-high school classrooms'
teacher-made tests,4 and interviews with high school students; and excerpts of notes from
grade school classrooms and interviews with grade school teachers As the p?bduct of either
handwritten notes or tape recordings, these documents are essentia ly verbatim statements.
They have been edited by omissions, the addition of a transitional p ase or sentence, and
im the case of the interviews, the elimination of my questions which served to introduce or
change a topic and to seek rification or elaboration. While editing, of course, bears
interpretive connotation documentations are nonetheless meant to present a particular
reality rther than inter t it. That they are at best a partial representation of reality
is evident from the limited sample they constitute for any given teacher and subject matter
area.

4.344

include tests because I believe they are particularly indicative of those things
teachers most value, though not exclusively, their students' knowing.
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SCIENCE AT BRT

Mrs. N.:. High School Science Teacher

"I taught at other schools before coming here, but they were larger places. I saw a
student for fifty to fifty-five minutes a day and that's all there was. What they did with
their lives otherwise, I didn't know. Here I think there's not the stigma of, 'You're the
teacher and I'm the student and I have to keep all my personal things away from you,' Also
the students here are in so many organizations you keep running into them. And I think 41
they're just much more open. I'm generally here till 4:30 or 5:00 everyday, so I see a lot
of the kids. If things aren't ready for the next day, I don't like to leave. Maybe I'll
bring papers home to grade, but that's all. There is one thing I miss about a larger school
though. The one I was at before gave a free period to the department chairman and he'd come
watch us teach and offer constructive criticism. That's one thing I miss here ti4mendously.
There's no one in my area who can come and say 'Now this might be a better way to do this.'

"I've got too much to do at home. I enjoy reading and I'm an avid gardener. Both my
husband and I kept tropical fish as a hobby'before we were married and we still do. I read
everything from the scientific to science fiction to women's magazines. We're magazine poor
with our Scientific American, Natural History, Chemistry (that's from our membership in the
Atherican Chemical Society), Consumer Report, McCal4 . . . You name it and we've got it.
There's a couple of journals from the Illinois Education Association and the National Educa-
tion Association, buenone from the Illinois Association.of Chemistry Teachers or from the
Junior- Academy. That's the organization that sponsors the annual science fair.

"For a while I spent summers taking courses for a degree in counteling. Then my
husband talked me into taking a rest. He was right; I needed a rests Springs have always'
been rush, rush, rush for me. But I like teaching science because I- like the kids, and'I
could never be a research scientist, much to my husband's dismay. After college I thought
I could have gone either way. I applied for some jobs in industry and was told by two dif-
ferent gentlemen that because I was female they could not hire me, even though I had better
grades and recommendations than some males who were hired. I'm notr a women's lib. person,
you know, but that kind of thing bothers me. At this dale ft is no longer anSing because
I enjoy what I'm doing. I might like that lab situation a week. After that I'd become
very frustrated at the lack of interaction with other people.

"At Eastern Illinois University I majored in chem&stry and-also fulfilled the require-
ments for my teaching certificate at the same time. Se I was prepared to go either way. I

think what really decided me notto pursue industry was my practice teaching experience with
Mrs. Dawson. She just didn't turn over the class to me and disappear for six weeks. Ste
helped me set up labs, took home half the homework and graded it, and she sat in her little
office between the science lab and classroom and listened to me teach. Then she'd give me
lots of pointers. And I also had a grandfather who influenced me to teach. He was a
science teacher himself and as children we stayed with our grandparents for several weeks
each summer. He passed away when I was in college so he didn't have much influence on my
four younger brothers, but my older brother and I both went into science. I've always liked
science, though, and I was one of those rare people who went into college with a major and
stuck to it for four years.
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"What keeps me teaching is the kids. I like teenagers. Also, I.like the type of
peonle who are teachers. I even liked teaching remedial science. I once had such a class

at anotheri,school. It was a welcome change for me. When summer ends I always feel a cer-

tain amount of exhilaration about school starting.

"I think science is important for kids td study. Many just don't pay any attention to

what's going on. around them. Of course, not many will have a career in science, but they

have to have a feeling for what's going on around them. At least some kind of feeling for

it. I hate apathy. Why let anything go by without even a passing glance? I want students,
to have an interest in those things that are scientific in their daily life. They should
develop an appreciation or a feeling for different theories and beliefs--there are some
things in science that aren't that specific - -and then extend that to having a more free
attitude regarding the feelings of those people around them. I think that's important
because our students are so isolated. They are a prejudiced group--against blacks, against
Jews, against anyone who lives in the city. Whenever we get a new student, they're very

slow to accept that student. So, hopefully, if you can get them to accept different ideas
in science, say different ways of looking at the structure of the atom, maybe they can learn
to accept different viewpoints over in their social life. Another thing. Recently biology
students were looking at cells under a microscope. They were supposed to describe what the
cell looks,like. 'What am I supposed to write?' That's what they want to know. I'll tell
them, 'There's not necessarily a correct answer. Describe what you see.' Then if they do
a good job; they have a perfect right to feel some kind of pride because the results are
from their own thinking. This is something else I want them to get from science.

r.

"Sometimes I'll ask the kids at the beginning of the semester to write out on a piece
of paper I pass around what they'd like to study. The only answer I got that was something
different than what I'd already planned was one kid said he wanted to learn more about sex.
Well, science as such didn't mean anything to me when I was in high school. It's-biology
or nhy4ics, etc. And within those specific areas it's learning this piece of material and
then that piece of material. The students who take the upper level classes are so motivated
to 10 well they can go ahead toward whatever their goal might be. Their grade -- that's all

they think about. netting through that test and this test. I would hope this isn't true,
but that's the fee'ling I get from them. Sometimes kids will see something on TV that they'll
bring back,to class with them. There was a movie on snakes that they asked about, something
recently on the La Maz method of birth, and at the beginning of thb year a show 9.spiders.
They'll come with questions and we can branch out fry there. lien we talk about there
things that don't have anything. to do with what we had planned err the day, it makes them
think class was fun. I don't see anything wrong with spending ten, fifteen, or twenty
minutes talking about such things on a particular day. It's related to science. If there's
one thing I emphasize mare then anything else, it's enjoyment. Getting some pleasure from
learning. It 'others me when I see kids consider learning as a drudgery. I enjoy learning
things and I hope the kids can learn this, too.

"There are very smart students in this school, but they don't join our science club.
This is very frustrating to me. On the whole, the ones in the science club, well, their
ability is not as good as it ought to be. We run kids so thin here. The boys are in fool=
ball and basketball and they're doing all these other things. Besides which they're very

conscientious students and I have to respect their feelings that'they don't have time. any

schools combine a student's work in physics and chemistry with science fail projects, but
that's against the Junior Academy's rules. I'm probably too lenient but I don't like to
put kids under that/Much pressure from both science class and science club. Students are
out for sports, they've goy no study halls, so when are they going to get to my room to work
on a project.'

dj "We've got some parents who are interested in science. Of course, I see a special

*group, those whose kids have science fair projects. Otherwise, I have such limited.4contact

with them. Some parents will push their kids up through Chem. I, so I've got fourteen stu-
dents in that class. Chem. II and Physics are another story. Students are scared away.

1 r-
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Math is a big bugaboo. Was for me, too. There's a minority of people that math doesn't
scare 'em. I'm not in that group. I told the kids that my worst grades in college were

math.

"Today there's less interest countrywide in science than there was when I first started
teaching. There's less of a push to be a scientist and more to be a technical person be-
cause they make more money. Before, I sensed a feeling that to attain the good life people
thought, 'I'd have to go to college and to get to college I'd need science.' Now they see
Joe Blow who's forty-fifth in a class''of forty-six making $9 an hour and digging ditches,
whatever. Sb they say, 'Why should I bother to do this extra work to go to college, to
take science.' We're very materialistic, I'm afraid, and getting more so. Right now, it
seems, the shift is back to the basics, like learning vocabulary and laws and problem
solving more than technique. Lab technique is still impdrtant but there's all this worry
about kids not doing well on ACT and SAT. I look at the new texts that are coming out.
They tend to be more organized, giving the student information and then expecting them to
remember it. I'd say we've always been more traditional here than larger schools in the
metropolitan area so I don't think parents were that much aware of a change back, but I get
it from parents who are also faculty. You know, 'My son or daughter didn't do well when
they took the ACT,' that sort of thing. And the students feel they didn't do well because
they didn't know what the words on the exam meant. Especially in the science area. More
traditional teaching of science would teach these words more effectively. It would leave
out, however, some very important things like thinking for yourself and being able to
deduce from a group of infofmation some generality.

"Tcan see the results of the new math on all the students I've had here. As sopho-
mores, they don't know how 'to do long division. I mean this is not just the academically
low kids. At the'beginning of the year I show them how to know what their grade is at any
point in time. I can see then that most don't know how to 'figure up percentages. It
really shocks me. Now if you ask 'em about the commtitative law of addition, they know what
that is. They're lost to science as far as math is concerned. But in lab, they do quite
well. At least they have in the past few years, ever since the science teacher in junior
high has provided a lab experience. They're much better able to look at an experiment,
note its purpose, and be aware if something is happening that doesn't make sense.

"It's really helpful to find students coming to class prepared for science by their
past experience. Mr. 0. and I meet as often as we can. At the end of some teacher work-I,
shop days we can get together. W ' worked a lot with chemicals and such 'cause a lot of
things he doesn't have. So we share ack and forth. This is all informal. But a few
years ago when'the state supers t required all the schools to prepare objectives, we
met frequently. This forced to look at what we were doing. We tried not to be so repe-
titious. That's when we decided to offer sdme semester classes--botany and zoology, and
to not require biology, because they get quite a bit of biological background in junior
high. I've tried to encou,;#ge more of the students to take chemistry because Mr. 0.
doeSn't cover that as heavily. The primary people were also involved, but most of them
don't do much with science. Some do more than others. There's a lot more important things
the primary grades must do. At least once a year, though, we try to get each,primary class
down here to the science rooms. I set something up for them to do. One yeargbe had pla-.
naria and so we'all watched them eat. Last year we had frogs. We had two living frogs
that we tried tb let the kids feel and touch. I couldn't hold on to them and we had frogs
going all over. The kids thought it was great. They come down so they can get a feel of
what science is like. Mrs. T., the second grade teacher, says her kids love to come to
the science rooms.

"From my own tests I would guess at least half the class has really understood what
I've taught. Maybe another quarter are borderline. I'm talking about biology now. It's
very discouraging sometimes. When I give a test I have lots of A's and B's, a few C's,.and
lots of D's and F's. I don't know whether it's me, the subject, or what. Other teachers

p
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don't seem to get this distribution. In chemistry and physics the results are different
because the group is more select. They're mostly A's and B'ss-

"Fcir the brightest kids in any of `my classes I don't do anything that special.
Nearly always on an assignment or a test i try to have something th'at is not answered
right in the book. Then I expect only those upper students to get it. And I bring a lot
of materials from home when questions come up, things that they can teed. I find that I
help the lower ability students best in lab. They've usually chosen each other for part-
ners an this helps because this way they're more apt to ask me questions. It's not embar-
rassing for either one as it would be.,if they were with more capable partners. In the lab .

you're not putting yourself up in front of everybody when you've got a question to ask.
So I think the lab is an equalizer. Probably the study guide approach is more directed to
the low kids, too, at least those who are motivated enough to look up the answers. I try

to make up one for each chapter, picking out what is most important.

"These study guidesIAthink are useful for some students. Others find them boring,
Anyway, they are not that important in my plans. Generally on Thursday I try to work out
the next week 'in a general way, what material I hope to Foyer each day, that sort of thing.
But just what I'll do on any given day depends on how things went the day befpre, whether
they understand, what the atmosphere in the school is, 'iou know, when they're really up
about something else. 11*

"By the middle of October or so I generally have a fairly decent idea of how much
material a class can handle.' Now I'm all goofed up in Chem II because I thought they'd
get more ftom this one particular reading than they obviously had. My plan book says
they're supposed to begin an experiment. They're not ready. This doesn't bother me,
though it would some teachers I know who are intent on getting through the book. My phil-
osophy is a little different. What does bother me is when a particular kid is in trouble.
You know; 'Why, wg-}i-doesn't he get it?' Or, 'Why doesn't he have more self-motivation?
What can I do?' Sometimes there's a problem with a whole class. Most usually it would be
if I'm trying to hold a discussion and all the kids are out of it. I'll just ask the ob-
vious question if they reed the material. Generally, they're pretty honest and say if
they didn't read it. If not, I don't fight it. I'll give them twenty minutes. It doesn't

do any gOod to stand up there and blab at them. I talk enough, anyway.

"The first year I was hete we used BSCS, the blue version. I was not pleased with it.

It's very difficult. In a different school where you could group your students a little

bit more to reach a higher group of students . . . Oh, it's an excellent text; it just

wasn't appropriate. I used to pore over it trying to figure out what the heck they were
talking about. Somehow there was not a continuity of ideas. Laboratory-wise, it's very
similar to what I use now. I liked PSSC physics. You, really didn't tell,the kidS any-

thing. , It was very inductive. With the group I had at a previous school it was very good.
They were eight bright, highly-motivated students. It's a risky text as to how much kids

are going to get out of it. We decided here to go with something more traditional' to try

to reach a greater majority of kidp. I've got useful ideas from those series. I still
like the labs where you don't tell the kids what the answer is. I let them think about it
and as,k them questions and then respond to their questions. I think that's better because

that's what the lab is supposed to do--give them an idea of how general concepts were first

dettermined. If they already know what the outcome is going to bel they don't see the sig-

niNcanng of doing the lab. In the classroom this kind of teaching is'harder to do. I'm

not good at it. I have difficulty asking the light kinds of questions. I can ask ques-.

tions if I have something physical to look at. Just like today in physics class. I had

trouble asking the right questions to, get those kids to see what I wanted them to see in

that problem about the car on the ramp, that that weight would act straight down.

"Once in a while, once in a great while, you see someone who is truly involved or

engrossed in learning something. These are the realty good times. They don't happen all
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ttid ,rtei. You know you're never going to get a whole class at the same time asking,a lot
of questions, not feeling this inhibition about 'she's a teacher, I can't ask a question,'
but just interested in learning for-the sake of learning and not because of next week's
test. That may be too much to expect. Still, you have students who maybe go do something,

in science, who do well and enjoy it, and you have the feeling that you had something to do
with that. Those are the longer term kicks. From day to day, the labs are more enjoyable
than classroom work. I think the kids get more out of them. I think I like most inter-
acting with the individual kid. There's students who'll tell you in class they don't know,

410
when they do know the ans r. In lab, they'll talk to you.

*

'All in all, this'is a good place to teach. Basically I feel I can be the kind of
teacher I want to be. I don't really feel pressured from any direction. There's no PTA.
The school board is generous. I haven't asked for big things, so maybe it's been easy for
them to agree to my requests. I don't know of any comment they've ever made about my
teaching. And it's the same With the churches. 'Some places have had controversies over
sex education. We teach it in health, and in biology when I go over the reproductive system
I discuss contraception and venereal disease. We feel it's necessary for kids to know these
things. We give it simply on an information basis. Most of the parents prefer that the
kids get it here because a lot of them don't know much of this stuff. As long as you don't
get into the moral aspect. The only time any of that came up was on the idea of abortion
and t don't believe in it either. That's what, I told the class, but at the same time it's
there, it's available, and you should know what it is. Beyond that, you make the decision
based on Your family and your religious beliefs.

"Evolution ha! never come up as an issue: I don't know. My personal view is probably,
close to ;sate because I don't see any divergence between the theory of evolution and a
religious viewpoint. I suppose I'm'not really radical. Maybe that's the reason I haven't
had any feedback. If I were an atheist, I suppose that might present a problem. And the
siudents don't make it a problematic discussion either. Never had Anyone do that. Here
again, our students are pretty much of one mind. They're pretty closed in the ideas they
have. I've hardly had any - feedback from the community."

High School Science Classes,

Chemistry I

Mrs. N. shows a girl how to get the.area of a rectangle:

(10.0 cm)(15.0 cm) = 150 cm2.

S:5 Do we have to do the problem that way? [she asks, referring to the paren-
theses and the units].

T: Yes. And don't forget that you get squared centimeters. What &bout the
significant digits? (She and the class count up the number of significant
digits on both sides of the equal sign, Mrs. N. emphasizing they must place
a line over the zero in the answer. She reminds the class several times,
about significant numbers. She reinforces certain.procedures, trying to

s In this and'all other classroom'sceneS, S is student and T is teacher.

1c
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make them habitual, like to what digit you round off in chemistry if
you have a .5.1 On the test tomorrow, I don't expect you torecall the

conversion from English to metric scale. OX, number 38. Jim?

S: I don't know.

T: What ,is the definition of density? 6

S: Mass per unit volume.

T: OK, I know I have a Zong fuse, but everybody Seems to be talking about
other things now. Could you give me your attention?

The class completes the review of homework problems and Mrs. N. returnsesterday'S"
homework, observing that they had trouble with one particular problem which she then
clarifies on the black board.

T: You all did very well, except a few of you misread the directions. Here's
something to think about for the teat tomorrow: [She puts a problem on
the board.) What's the answer to.this?

4.0 x ZO
5

- 2.0 x ZO
9

-4
2.0 x ZO

I'll,make up)problems. You have to pick,Out the correct answer. That
means you must work out the problem. 'Those are the multiple choice.
Then we'll have to name instruments used in the lab, for example, beaker,
graduate, cylinder, burette, pipette, etc. You need to go back over
experiment number 1 very carefully. Know how to make a bend, fire polish,
transfer solids. There'll be some questions from experiment number 2,

give you a data table and you'll make calculaiions of the percentages
of error and so forth. (The students- 'groan.) Any-questions?

S: Can you work ousome problems like that one on, the board?

T: OK, Lisa asked me to do a problem about absolute and relative error.

She works several problems while the class buzzes as it has all period, aroused by
having got their class rings aswell cs by the prospects of the test.

Chemistry II

The topic Is the preparation of alcohols. Mrs. N. asks questions abdbt each line of
infOrmation she has written on .an overhead projector. The students take notes. Each line
contains formulas,and diagrams of molecules. She asks for the name of each substance.
She covers up the material on the projector with a paper and moves it down one line at a
time aftet she has asked a question.

T: Look at some specific alcohols. The simplest alcohol is methanol. What is
the structural formula for carbon monoxide?

C, double bond O.

1r
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T: [She conttnuet with a series Of' questions.)_ What do you have to do to
balance that equation? . . What are some of the properties of methanol?
. . . How does it affect.-4the human body? . . . What are some of-its uses?
. . . This is commonly called wood alcohol,'by the way . . . What do you
do when you make a ditty? OK, you dissolve off the surface and deposit 1

A:t On a,,sheet of paper. In a true xerox, it's a photographic process and)
you need graphite. [They discuss the new machine.] OK, then, ethanol.
Wha4loare some of its characteristics?

S: It smells Sweet.

S: It gets you drunk.

S: You use it as catalyst.

T: In what? Does it (,the book] say? I can't think of any instances. [A
student reads examples from the textbook.] Where do we get it from? By
what process?

S: Fermentation,

T: Right. As Dave says, yeast secretes an enzyme . . ..,When you ferment, you

4.\
also can produce CO2. What do you use CO2 for? What typical reaction?

S: Bread.

T: Right: Wines, beer, baking bread. There's a difference between yeast in
bread and wine. What's the difference?

S: One doesn't produce spores.

T: Yes, but a practical difference.

S: Speed.

T: Yeah, but something else. What would happen if you try to make wine or beer
from bread yeast? The bread yeast dies at 6% alcohol, but beer ane,wine go
up to 14% . . What is ethylene glycol commonly used for? You shobld'all
be using it right now. 41,

S: Anti-freeze.

T: Yes. Why did we stop using alcohol?

S: Because it)oils off in summer time.

_........)hemistry II

-1

The homework for today was questions on the study guide, for Chapter 17. The lesson
begins with the answering of questions.

Tz What should butadiene really be called?

S: 1, 3 butadiene.

T: We don't often refer to the 1, 3 because the 1,x`2 so rare due to the
double bonds thdt it seldoth occurs . . . Number ttien 7.ve. student
gives the answer and Yrs. N. draws the benzene ring on the blackboard.]
Number twenty-five. That's a sneaky one on my part. It's not really in
the book.
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S: I got a CH ".

T: Well. This is a Freidel-Craft reaction, named after the fellows that did
it. [She refers to her own book.) I'm trying to figure out where the
hydrogen comes from. Oh, yes, yes [she says as she remembers and goes on
to explain.] It's also called methylbenzene or oomMbnly toluene.

dr

S: Where is that found? Ii glues and stuff?

T: Yes . . . Talking of xylene (she goes to get a bottle of xylene and passes
it around to smell], I think you'll lqcognize it as the stuff in paint.

S: And magic markers.

T: Co get'a can of ditto fluid from Mrs. Smith. We'll read the ingredients
. . . OK, number twenty-seven. Now let's assume we read it with one butene.
What do you get then if you react it with: AlCl3

HCl

S: Butyl benzene.

S: Where does the extra bond disappear to?

T: Ah [she says and she explains].

S: Just moves the bond down. Right?

r--\
T: Right . . . OK, what is styrene used for?

`S: Synthetic rubber, SBR.

T: OK, where do we get moth balls from?

S: Trees. [Students Laugh.]

T: 'Coal Tar. What do'we use the stuff folr besides to

S: Making dyes and resins.

T: What do three ring benzenes form?

S: Anthracene.

O

I don't have any examples of its practical use.

rid of maths?

This small class of five boys has been alert and interested, all period. They had
done their homework. They joke but not disruptively. They move along the entire period
from question to question, finishing just before the bell rings. Mrs. N. el\borates the
answers all the way through. There is no mere recital of answers,

To more fully develop the sense of Mrs. N.'s,instruction, her study guides and test
for chapter seventeen have been included as Appendix A. They suggest her view of wiat.is
important in the material her chemistry students studied.

4
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biology

When the.bell rings there's a quick settling down to work. The talk is focused on the
tasks involving their Microscopes and the assignment. The temperature in the room is twenty

,degrees cooler than yesterday and one breathes more easily. The same pairof boys at the
front of the room is talking and entertaining themselves, audible to the rest of the class,
but ignored by all. They're the last pair to plug in their.microscope.

Large colored letters pinned to the front bulletin board on a solid gold background
spell out the slogan, "Know you're the best you can be." Extending across the room on tht
bulletin boardpace over the front blackboard is a sign "Tools of Biology" and in a row
are hung a beaker, pipette, rack, etc.--fifteen or so little pieces of equipment. The back,
bulletin board is covered with colored pictures of flowers, all labeled, under the heading
"WILD FLOWERS." Mrs. N. explained that even though the kid's don't look at the bulletin
board, she can't stand them to be empty. One table near the window is full of her own
plants.

Mrs. N. is always doing something: She moves around softly and helpfully, available
but not in the patrolling fashion of a teacher self-consciougly doing her duty of being
available, When not working with students, she straightens ppt the,room yet keeping an eye
on the class. She sees a group having trouble finding some cfeatures in a sample of pond
water. She encourages them to look for larger specimens. She does this quietly, with no-
body else in the room looking up from their microscopes but the girls having the trouble.
Her movement, while constant, is not.,frenetic; it is soft, serious, and helpful. She smiles
easily, often, and warmly. As she passes one table she says, "You seem to be having more
trouble with that hair," but not threateningly. At 10:45 .she invites the students to put
away their microscopes so they can talk about What they've been doing.

T: For tomorrow's quiz you should know the items we've been discussing in
, classsteps in the technical and in the research method and who uses

these method. What is the technical method? I'm asking yoli right now.

S: There'S an.,outline to follow and you record the observationb and report _

to someone else.

T: The research method?

S: Define the problem.

S: Collect information.

S: Make an hypothesis.

S: Then experiment.

S: Record your findings.

T: But, before you record . . .

S: Organize your observations.

T: In tables andraphs . .

40 Draw conclusions.

T: Finally . .

5: Prepare a report.

7
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T:' When people repeat the experiment, then the hypothesis may become a theory
. . . OK, the purpose of a control inar experiment- -I'm'going over the 7

,.,questions in the examlot* of times we leave this, out because we follow
the technical method.

, So an experiment has only one variable.

T: Ydt, control everythihg but leave out dne factor. For example, in photo-
synthesis, give two plants all the same conditions, but leave one in the
light and the other in a closet . . . So those are the primary thihgs you
should know. OK, check the homework I gave you back. Any questions on
the homework? OK, open your lab books. There's some itema in it I'll
expect you to know, like al*parts of the standard compound microscope,
what its function'is, the wide field stereo micro and what's the advan-
tage of it.

p

131.912gY

Yesterday, Mrs. N. pass\ed out two journal articles: C. Hallowell's "The Coming of the
IL African Bees," The Sciences (September 1975), a journal of the New York Academy of Sciences,

and t. Alexander's "Bugging the Bugs," Natural Wildlife (August-September 1976). today
each student got a list of questions prepared for each article. They are given about
twenty-five minutes in class to answer the questions before they discuss tbleir answers.
The class is Absolutely silent as each student works-an his questions. Mrs. N. is at her
own desk grading papers.

T: I hate to interrupt, you all seem to be working so hard, but let's discuss
the articles.- Which one did ybu like beet?,

S: Bees [manudente say].

T: I thought so. Why?

S: It's shorter and easier.

T: Any of you heardabout these,bees? Oh,,one or two. [They n to discuss
the questions. They are factual, drawn right from `the text.]

T: Why might the bees get here early?

S: Through smuggling.

T. Yes, because we're a gre people and beekeepers would get them to go after
profits. Should you ,lieF'awake at night and worry about those African bees?

S: No, because they might not get this far.

T: Right. They'll attack Weak animals, small kids, and probably stay in the

south . . . OK, Ou all liked bees, but I liked the other article because
I'm interested in ecology . . Now the first word is badly misspelled.
My typewriter never learned to spell. Innocuous? , What does it MItan? Any

ideas?
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The class sees a film which examines the physical and chemical properties of sulphur
and iron, and of a mixture and a compound of iron and sulphur. After the film, Mrs. N.
reviews its points by asking questions and wrkting.students answers on an overhead projector.

T: What are the physical properties of sulphur?

S: Hard.

si
S: Yellow.

S:
V

Not attracted to a magnet.
alma,

S: Brittle.

S: Low melting point.

T: I hope you rem er when he heated and melted it. What was unusual?

S: It got thicker and thicker.

T: What else?

S: It wasn't soluble in water.

T: What was soluble?

S: Carbon disulfide.

T: What's its density?' Since you didn't write this down, you probably didn't
get it. It's 1.9. 'What are its chemical, properties as it reacted with
other substances? . . . OK, it burng-in air. You couldn't see it [because
the film was in black and white) but it burned with a blue flame. It had
.to react with oxygen to burn.

S: It did not react with acid.

T: OK, those are the physical and chemical properties of sulphur. How. about
iron? ,

S: It's easy to bend.

T: That's called malleable.

S: Attracted to a magnet.

S: High melting point.

T: Right.)I'll put down M.P. Did it dissolve in water?

S: No.

T: What else? Does it dissolve in carbon disulfide?

S: No.

T: It's density is 7.2. 6i, the chpr cal properties?

S: Gave off gas.

9
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T: When reacting with what?

S: Iron and some kind of carbon.

S: Nitric acid?

T:7`No, but it was an acid. Hydrochloric. If'we had pure hydrogen it would
have burned, not popped , . , OK, they Made a mixture of sulfur and hy-
drogen. How do we know it was only a mixture? What test did they do?

S: They could separate sulfur from the iron.

S: Thgv put itain acid and got the same reaction as with the iron.

4
T: What would they have to do to produce a compound?

S: Apply heat:

T: Right. What tests did they do to show completely new properties?

4V
'S: Use a magnet.

S: Hit it with a hammer.

S: Ran another test.

T: What was it?

S: They put acid in.

T: Right. They burbled gas through cadmium sulphate and it bubbled. So
there is a dif ence between elements, compounds, and mixtures. When
you get a mixture you alter things completely. Any questions? Comments?
No. OK. Friday you'll have a test with open notes. Bring anything you
want to use that's written in your own hand. You can copy down the whole
chapter, but you can't use the book. Here's your quizzes from the other
day. If you want do some extra vedit that's also due Friday.

411111 S: Wp.dja get, Eric? [whispers Eric's neighbor).

'1

As in the case of chemistry, a biology study guide and test are includePin Appendix C
to portray' more fully the nature of the biology course.

High School Students' Views of Science

Several students in grades ten to twelve were interviewed in order to learn of their
perspectives on scie9ce, and of course, on math and social studies as well. Student coMments
on the latter two arg provided in the appropriate section below. In general, students were
asked to describe their school activities, speculate on their post-high school careers, and
discuss what they believed science (or math and social studies) was about and what role it
plays or will play in their lives..

9t;
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1.
wanted to be t a vet ever since I was seven'years old. We haven't had much chance

yet 'to study animals, so far. I'm only 4 sophomore end I've taken earth science and now
biology. But I plan to take all'the science I can get, same with math. I:m.not too

,inclined to read much, bUt if I do I mostly like animal nonfictilln like this book I'm
reading,called Animal Kitabu. I wrote a report for English based on this book. ILmArying
to get a point across to My teacher because he's a hunter. You see, I don't like the idea
of shooting animals because they have no way to, defendithemselves, In biology the teacher
has magazines around like Natural fe. look through _them during seudy hall.

,

--/

"In the past We mostly studied atoms and elements and photosynthesis. We started wl+h
the basics -- structural forms and processes and chemical elements--and worked our way up.
We studied molecules and atoms; the things that compose us. We haven't gone intA anatomy
or the organs yet.

"I think science is the study-of, oh boy, sdn;ie and complex proce in living and
nonlivtng,things. It's the study of things we encounter in lifei ;here 5 not many things
you miss. Scientists stuily things differently than others' becatrse they have technicalities
and they write out experiments. An ordinary pson wouldn't think that deep down like the
scientist does. Science makes you more awaje of your surroundings so if you go outside,
you din't see it as just another day, with animals, leaves, the sky. Wheft you see a'leaf
it's not just another leaf. You really understand the\iorld more'. Everything is jailer-
mingled and has its plade. I've had. this feeling mostly since the eighth grade on,

.
but

more now than anything.

./
.

El "In biology I'm working in alab for the firstwAime in py education doing an experi-
ment. We'did a little in junior high,. but this is lab, and it "s so labeled. Lately, we've
been talking about cells, what happens if you do something to a cell, like put it in salt
water, distilled water, ow they react to stimulation, and how they react,in certain envi-
ronments. Next semester we study anatomy and I look forward to that ,In biology we've
started with the basics.- sti,11 wish we'd get to animals because whenever I think of
science think of animals and I don't get M about.uch chance to talk to anyone abou my interest

I)/

.../ in animal 7

)
.

.

'k

'"(
I

)
"In eighth grade I remember we studied evolution. Wegot into,kn argument of evolu-

tion versus Adenand Eve. The more scientific people said evolution;'some.said you can
believe in evolution andin God, But now scienttsts are breaking through. Science goes
deeper into finding out the facts.. vat

"Mostly this semester in biology we do lab work. You discover things that you wouldn't
do in ordinary life. You loOk deeper. Then we read the chapter and answer the quettions at
the back. There's not Ouch to them; the answers are right_in order in the chapter. 'ibis
work is useful for the tests and'for understanding the chaptet45:'

Steve: A Junior

"It doesn't seem like I've ever 1 anywheie else, but really I've only been here
since third grade. I've got one more year to go after this one and then I'll go to a
junior college to study carpentry. They get you into an apprenticeship. You go to school
for two years, then serve as an apprentice for four.

0 (
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"This year besides my Courses (U.S: history, technical math, English, speech, art, and
P.E.) I'm out for cross country, football, basketball, and track. The last two years I was

in Science Club, 'but not this year There weren't many kids in the club the first day so

me and my friend decided not to enter. It's more fun when there's more kids in because
then we can t ;lk to kids about our project.

our

often know more than the teacher. For

two years me Ad,- my friend got a third on our science fair project when we thought we should

hove got a second.

"We began science projects_ in thpseventh grade because of the teacher. We liked him
real well. He helped us along and got us real organized. There was a science club in
junior high. I.liked talking to A:Nes at the fair. We told them all we knew, but they

said we needed more definitions, We took their words.that needed definitions to our science

teacher and @Vert she dn't know some of the definitions. Some of them were just over our

heads. Maybe next yea 'fi try again.

"I've taken Earth science an,1 biology, but no science this year. Biology was rather

tough. Maybe next year I'Ll take another science. I'll ask kids in my class about which
ones they thought was best, what they got ihe most out of s- Mom wants me to-take more sci-
ence, maybe becausONe's interested in plants and she wants me to learn More about greenery.
I don't know if I,'ll take any more social studies. I'll wait till the end of the year and
talk with Mr. T. He helps me pick 'em. kj thinks'about what will relate to carpentry.
I've been interested in carpentry since I was.a freShman beginning in industrial arts.

"To me, science is ti* study, of life around you, the environment, different animals,
the insides of you, the st dy of yourgelf. No twd people can look at the-same thing and

get the same Picture. Scien s look at thingp different, they Cake more ti,eo'llok,
while other ia don't really care. ''Their opinion overrules nonscientists, but his shouldn't

be. There!s different theories and theories are made to be broke. Not jus one certain

theory; each year they're broken. I don't have any evidence, but that's w t I believe.

%,

"I think science helps you find out about ydhrself, *at you can and can't do with
your-body. One chapter I remember reading talks about bones. You learn what you oan con-

like,carbohydrates, and what's bad and good' for you. It-helps your' little sisre'r in

junior high because Iou can help her with her work. I eat more bread and milk than I used

to since taking biology when we studied calories. If you're healthy, you. live longer, and

I want to (stay around a's lorig as E can. I'd like to have done more experiments in biology.

In science we only did' experimenk all year. We had lots of equipment, but didn't

always pu it to goo* use."

a

Tammy: A Junior

"Eiy mom's a registered nurse:and I've wanted to be a nurse,ever since the fourth

grade. Next year hen I graduate, I'm a junior sow, I'd like to go to the U. of I. and

study psychiatric nursing. Science fascinates me and it always his. 'I've been i6n the

Science Club eve sine seventh grade when I entered my first 'project. I don't read much

outside of school, but, like science fiction and Star Trek. This year I'm taking Chem I,

U.S. history, humanities, tlgebra II, and Spanish III.

°

"To me soience is the discovery of things you didn'ticnow before. For a one word de's-

Cription, it's discovery., It's also learning about everything and anything that is in the

universe. Scientists Are probably more methodical than ordinary people. They are very or-

enized-and_go about things more calmly in their daily life. In the lab you need to know

what you're doing. Science is very, very special.,
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"For 1.;st year's science fair I did a project on psychological patterns in small kids.
Got a first in the state. We interviewed kids, all of 'em first-, second-, third-, fourth-,
sixthr and.eighth-graders. We asked opinion questions about God, lying, what parents meant
to them, symbols of authority. Mr. T., our counselor, helped us to develop questions that
kids could understand. We interviewed before and after school, during free time. Teachers'
were very cooperative.

"This year I think I'll do a general paper on archaeology, how it's changed, and how
it'll be useful in the future."

George: A Senior

"I've lived here all my life and I probably don't ever move away. My great grandfather
came here from Germany to farm. I'll probably study diesel or auto mechanics at junior
college after I graduate. Someday, though, I'll become a full-time farmer. I collect guns
and I like to hunt and trap. I'm always fooling around with cars, doing my own maintenance,
tune ups. I subscribe to gun magazines and Car and Craft. This year I'm taking P.E.,
consumer education; family living, sociology, and agriculture. No science or math. I've
already had Earth science, biology, and botany/zoology and I took algebra and plane geometry
in my first two years.

"Science is the study of what makes thingsetick, like earthquakes and volcanoes, the
composition of plants, the manufacture of food, and taking animals apart like night crawlers
so you can study organs.441n science you have to observe; you remember better this way.
You're more detailed if you're a scientist, I imagine. We were urged to obServe carefully.
ObserVation'and research are linked. You have to observe in the research you're doing. In
research you're trying new and different ideas. Science teaches you to observe conditions
more carefully. For example, if you're working on an engine, you may know where the piston
goes, but you, need to get things in the rignt order. For right now, Earth science and
zoology are useful to some extent. Botany isn't."

Bill: A Senior

1

"I'm a senior and I've gone to school at BRT since kindergarten. I'd like to be some
sort of an industrial engineer so P've taken all the math and science I can. This semester
I'm taking physics and Chem II, but I'm busy with lots of other things in school, too, like
I'm manager of the football and basketball teams, play in the band, and I'm in the Science
Club and the Student Council. Out of school I work on my car and motorcycle. I'm a Ford
man; I got the repair manuals and do all my own maintenance. We've got a shop at home for
wood and metal working so I can ship up parts for my motorcycle. Anything I can make, I do,
rather than buy it. I don't do a whole lot of reading, mostly on things I need information
about. I'm a Star Trek buff.

"What comes to mind when I think of science? Interpreting things around us, their
makeup, the way the elements behave to make some practical thing. Discovery--that's what
comes'to mind first. Elevating mankind in general, I suppose. I think back to chemistry
and physics., when they first started and the way they changed civilization. The past few
hundred years things went straight up--discoveries showed us things to use, the light bulb,
the jet age. In junior high general science we talked about these things.

"I don't know that the science I've studied has any particular value for me now outside
of school. I suppose it has, but I can't pinpoint anything. Guess it's made me more aware.

10 28 _ 7
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I notice rock formations and stuff since taking Earth science. As the year goes on in
physics, I'll probably use more of it, things like forces, acceleration, and vectors.

"I take everything I can, and it doesn't cost you that much to learn it. Learning is
like an investment; it's the best thing that you can do. I think mote kids should.take

these courses; won't hurt 'em to tape the courses. It's silly to sit in a study hall."

JUNIOR HIGH SCIENCE

The last three years at BRT's junior high, comprised of grades six to eight, are
taught ona departmental basis. Only the fifth grade is a self-contained class. Since
the school is six miles away from the main building in Rhodes, its teachers are a group
unto themselves. They do not so much feel isolated as they feel apart, having formed good,
cordial working relations with each other over the years. However, unlike most junior high
teachers, Mr. 0., the science teacher, is involved with the high school because of his job
as assistant coach of basketball and football. His background and observations about sci-
ence are joined with those of several grL school teachers to complete this characteriza-
tion of science at BRT.

Mr. 0.: Junior High Science Teacher

''This is my fifth year as a teacher and my fifth year in BRT. I teach science most of
the day and I'm an assistant coach in football and basketball. Originally, I'm from a small
town--there'were 300 students in my high school--and I went to Eastern Illinois University
to study zoology and botany. I want to say I got nil from my college education courses.

I've reread my notes to look for help in them. Nothing. If I go back for a master's, I'll
do it in science, not education. Outside of school I like activities associated with the

outdoors like hunting, fishing and trapping. I work with a neighbor to trap muskrats. My

schedule is busy, but I read every chance I get--science journals, science fiction, that's
what I And I subscribe to People and sporting magazines. I get old Copies of
Scientific American from Mrs. N. at the high school. As for organizations, I belong to the
Illinois Education Association, but I'll drop it this year.

"My dad is a science teacher. Hetaught in my high school -7I took courses with him- -

and he's still there in my home town. I admire the way 4 deals with kids on a one-to-one
basis so the kids feel they're worthwhile. As a teacher, he uses traditional methods,
always trying to tie in-reading and lecture materials. Students will read a chapter, answer

questions on it, discuss the questions, and investigate. It's not open or individualized.

"I wanted to teach science because I'm really interested in nature and seeing how

things interact. It fascinates me how the natural world affects civilization. The major

advances in science--they overwhelm me. I try to point this out to the kids. I try to
bring it in in all units I teach, to impress kids that the world is changing from a natural

point of view, you know, geological changes, climatic changes.. I'm interested in,improve-
ents in technology that change our life style, things that the kids take for granted.

s need to learn to appreciate. They're sharper than we think they are. I've talked
about corn and its evolution from a small cob to its present size. The kids got a kick out

of that. I try to relate all things to life outside the classroom.

9
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"In my first year of teaching, I was strict. I followed straight leCture with lots
of paper work for students. Since then I've relaxed, but.I'm still very traditional. Now
for the first couple of months we work in the textbook and for the rest of the year, it's
mostly lab. We use ESS materials. I get some telephone calls when we do the lab work
because parents wonder why no book is brought home. There's no need to. The students do '
their experiments and write-ups right in class. I don't like to see students take home
books; the school day is long enough. I like to get all my. work done during the day and
not after the school day.

"In the junior high curriculum at the sixth grade we emphasize behavior. We study
meal worms, a little biology, electricity, and astronomy. In the seventh grade, it's
strictly biology--ecology in the first quarter, then conservation education, the human
body, and animal anatomy. The kids are surprised to see the comparison between the insides
of a frog and a man. Earth science and chemistry are what we concentrate on in the eighth
grade.

"There are some general concepts I think are important. In sixth and seventh grade,
we try to see the interdependence of things, that thillgs on earth are not totally separate
from each other. In eighth grade, it's natural events and how the world is changing, how
the earth is constantly changing, as well as civilization. In chemistry, the concept is
to get a perspectiveof how things are put together. For example, this desk and I have
something in common--particles. It's difficult to get concepts across. At this age, kids
likmeneralities. They have misconceptions about the natural world that come from cartoons.

"There's one important attitude that I stress. 'It's appreciation.' It often comes out
later when students are in high school and they think back. I try to get them to see that
we're here on earth for only a short time, so we need to understand the world a little
setter. They can't just get whatever they can get out of it. They have to think about why
they're here and develop an awareness. People should see, be aware, and be in it--life,
everything living. 'Don't go through life just to go.through it,' I tell them. 'Get some-
thing out of it.'

"I'll tell you what I like most about teaching. It's being able to communicate and
show kids, 'H'ey, somebody likes you.' Parents put pressure on them. At this stage their
body chemistry is changing. They've got choices to face. If I can get a kid to smile
when he doesn't want to smile y, . . . People cared about me when I was growing up and I
like to pass this on. I like to show kids that somebody above,the age of fourteen likes
them. Sure, there's frustration, like over%etring kids to understand, to see what'S hap-
pening. They turn off or forget, usually around Tharffagiving, Christmas', and the last few
weeks in March. I'm tired then, too. I get tired of searching for new ways to do things,
especially after the football season's over, but this passes.

"I'd love to get all kinds of things if I had the money. I'd give kids more materials
for investigations they can conduct throughout the whole hook. I'm still developing. I've
changed what I teach, but not how I teach. Some kids want to do special things of a scien-
tific nature. I'm sorry_no4..to have the time to help out. There's not a lot of resources
here in BAT, places to turii to. I've thought of giving over a week to projects, but I'm
afraid they wouldn't come up with projects, and I couldn't think of one for everyone. Some
of our junior high kids do prepare projects when they participate in the science fair.
Used to be that all the kids had to hdVe a project:" I don't believe in that. I can't help
with organizing the science fair stuff until the middle of February because I'm working
with basketball. Many kids are very busy, anyway, because they're in sports and the band"
and thqy don't Aave the time.

30
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"My biggest complaint about teaching is the frustration thing. It comes.from' motive-

tion. I don't know if it's me or them. ,I don't understand why kids are not more motivated.

Part of the answer must be in me, but it's hard to look at yourself andsde other than what'
you want to see."

GRADE SCHOOL SCIENCE

Mrs. Brand Mrs. T. are two of the four lower grade teachers at BRT. They each teach

science in their own way, unconstrained by the need to coordinate their efforts with each
other or with the next level of schooling, the junior high. At the primary level, each
teacher feels'free to be as formal or informal as she likes,' emphasizing science only to
the degree that she is moved by her own tastes. Accordingly, Mrs. B. probably emphasizes
math and social studies more than science. Mrs. T., the second grade teacher, is shown at
work in her classroom, engaging her students in a science discussion of the sort that

occurs with some frequency under her direction.

Mrs. B.: Fourth Grade Teacher

"For science I still believe in a hands-on approach to learning. Kids can't take a
concept and read about it, even if they're interested in it. They need to apply it. I see

science as a broadening of general linowledge about things that relate to the natural world,
getting into physical things like the weather, which some students really want to under-
stand. Science is most useful if it is something they can apply. Take symmetry. It came
up in one of our lessons but Since it's not in their lives they're not interested."

Mrs. T.: Second Grade Teacher

"At Illinois State I studied home economics and general science. I'm gratefil for my

science background. For example, if we have a reading unit on animals we will branch out
more than required for the reading and get into the beginnings of research. Right now we
have a story on the weatherman. I asked them to watch a weatherman for Monday and to bring

maps to school. I try to make the students aware, to observe, to see. I like -to tie in
what we study with their home life, like a recognition of the seasons as they relate to
what daddy does in spring and fall.

"On tht primary level I don't teach for grades or testing. I don't feel this is the
way to do it. It's open-ended. Exposure is important. A kid will become aware and will
know he's heard something before when it comes up again. I teach kids the thrill of see-
ing things. During sharing time one lad told of seeing a red fox. His eyes sparkled. He
wanted to share it with us. This is a science observation, an awareness of'the wild crea-
tures, where they see them. We'll look up the common ones, the number of babies, the food
.4hey eat, where live. We spend more time on the things they see.

"When we had fossils in the room, the kids enjoyed them. They,.examined them, looked

them up in books, and talked about them. This is priMary science to me. I don't agree
with Jerome Bruner. You might be able to teach anything to any kid, but it's not worth the
effort. I think they should become more aware as things are familiar to them. Then, they
can get more later.
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"In the second grade, the most impoAdht thing is that we should spend half our time
on reading and related activities. They need reading to function in our school system.
Of secondary, importance . is math. From my point of view, we might as well be reading
things thastalk.about science. Little boys doil't like fairy tales. Science stories mo-
tivate thee-better. Our reader contains much science and I chose to pull it out. We have
a story coming up-pn rhd construction. We'll discuss the equipment. Kids out here are
familiar With large equipment. They understand bulldozers. We'll talk about dump trucks
end which end does the lifting. They know because they've watched them operate. To me
this is just practical science. We discuss the work of the roller and why they do it so

Many times. They'll bring their toy equipment used in road building, their bulldozers,
dump trucks, etc."

Mrs. T.'s_Second Grade "Science" Class

T: Why do the leaves turn color?.

S: Because its cold.

S: It's a sign of fall.

S: Because there's no sun.

S: Because when winter comes, leaves will be gone.

T: When will new leaves come?

S: In the spring.

T: Why do the leaves turn colors?

S: Because of the cold.

O

T: Kenny, sit up, I like to see your face . . . OK, we just want to hear what
you think abojt why they turn pretty colors this time of the year. W'e've
heard because it's cold.

S: Because it's October.

S: Because it's getting too 'cold for them.

S: Because it's Halloween.

T: Do you think everybody celebrates Halloween

S: N0000,[students answer in, a chorus].

T: -OK, now, what about the leaves?

S: ,Because of the sap.

T: What about the sap, Sheila?

S: The sap turns colors on the tree.

T: Where is the sap?

S. In the leaf?

T.- Sloan?,
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S: In the tree. _ ,

.5: In the leaves.

Is sap on the leaves?

.5: It's in the middle of the tree, but it starts to come out because there's
too much in there.

S: the sap is in the limbs and the limbs fall off.

T: Do man)lfalt off this time of the year?
11"14`N

.5: No.

,
T: Do all trees lose their leaves?

.5: No, sticker trees don't. The ones Mat have like sticky things. They hurt.

T: Which trees are you talking about?

.5: I mean the green one on the playground.

T: What do you call the leaves of an evergreen? Because they certainly don't
look like leaves.

.5: Stickers.

T: They do have another name. Think of your Christmas tree.

.5: Pine trees.

T: Yes, many1 are, but what do you call the leaves or stickers? Do you remember,
Susan?

.5: Pointers.

T: How,many of you get real Christmas trees? What do you call the things that
fall off the tree and mom says it's time to take it down?'

Branches.

T: What do we call 'em?

.5: Stickers.

T: Did you ever hear the word needles?

Awww.

Do evergreen trees lose their needles? Some do but not all when they're
living. These trees do. What kind of leaves do we have there? [She holds
up a leaf.]

.5: Maple. 11

What is this other one?

Sassafrass.

.5: Tulip.

3'
Ts

1
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T: Yes, tulip poplar, Well, it's time to go outside.

T: Do you know what these are, children?

S: Oak.

T: They aren't so pretty, are they?

MATHEMATICS IN BRT

Mr. L.: High School Math Teacher

"t"ve been a teacher for twenty-two years, fifteen of that9 here in BRT and the other
seven in the next town just south of here. In fact, I've been'living and working in small
towns all my life. I'm a preacher's brat. My father was associated with the Wabash Con-
fergnce of the Free Methodist Church and he was transferred from town to town on both sides
of the Wabash River. I suppose I was a little upset having to move my senior year, but I
don't really recall too much about being upset before then. In fact, the only thing that
disturbed me about moving so often is I missed taking chemistry. The school I was going to
graduate from was teaching physics that year, chemistry the year after, and I'd already
had physics.

e "I guess you could say I came from a family of teacher's. 'My dad, of course, I'd say
he was a teacher and mother was teaching at the time she met him. And got one bro-
ther and two sisters, all of them trained teachers, though my brother ended up as an admin-
istrator.

"At heart, I'm an outdoorsman. I get a great deal of satisfaction from gardening and
'

yardwork, and I love hiking and bicycling. night now during the fall it's mainly bicycling
around town. The kids hround here will te10. you I'm a'hiking nut. I like to hike out
in Colorado. Now last Saturday I was in that Walk for Mankind that covers twenty-five miles.
It's a challenge and I enjoy it. Since about 1960 every summer we've taken at least one
trip to the West. And we've never failed to have a garden. Right now I have one which is
about forty by one hundred feet.

"Besides these outdoors activities, Mra constantly reading. I try to mix things up,
but I think I tend to read fiction more than nonfiction. I like westerns and spy stories.
I read the newspapers quite a bit, also magazines. I'll occasionally pick up some of my
wifeh"magazineh, Psychology Today being the one I read most, I suppose. Of course, I do
get Arizona Highways which I read all the way through and a little magazine by the name
of Colorado. Keeps your Western interests alive. The Arizona Highways is once a month
and the Colorado, well, I guess it comes around every three months. I used to get the
Mathematics Teacher and I tried to make use of it in the classroom.

out
of it was so

beyond the kids that I found for me to sit down and figure things out was good recreation,
but to try to revamp it as something for the classroom just wasn't quite worthwhile. I
got Mathematics Teacher up until this year. We've cut out everything that we didn't think
was essential till we get our footing with our daughter in college. One of the things we .

cut out was subscriptions and also memberships in various teacher's organizations. If my
wife and I both belonged, it would be in the neighborhood of $300. We still subscribe to
a couple of newspapers. It's the Denver Post on Sundays and a daily newspaper out of
Champaign. Sometimes I'll combine reading and TV, watching shows like 'Baa Baa Black
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Sheen' and comedies like Bob Hope and Dick Van Dyke. I'll watch sports, but very seldom
throughout a whole game. There's nothing that I have to see. I like to watch TV; it's an
escape.

"I went to Greenville College, a four-year school with, about 500 students. Everybody
knew everybody else. The faculty was quite relaxed with the students. There was a lot oft.
camaraderie. I think probably they considered teacher-training as their prime function. 0

We got our actual teaching experience in Greenville high school. I think probably what
carries over from those days is I've always tried to set high standards for students, maybe
too high for a lot of them. Another thing that carries over is negative, I suppose, One
of the classes that I least like to teach is where had my student teaching, in general
math with the kids of lower Ability. I've never quite felt as comfortable with them as I
have with some of the others.

.

4"In general, I think I would require two years of high school math. Now we only re-
quire one. I suppose if we had two required years you could set it up as a two-level pro-
gram, the one level being for thoie primarily interested in mathematics, where their subject
areas for further study are going to be related to mathematics, especially towards higher
education which would be essentially what we've got now. For the other level I would prob-
ably require a general mathematics course and then sort of a combination of algebra and
geometry so students could get a feeling of other topics besides just what we consider to 10
be traditional arithmetic or something like that.

"At present students can fulfill their requirement by taking practical math or algebra.
The basic thing,that I try to get acro n practical math is the idea of being 'accurate.
Also that all of life can be related ithematics. So all of the subject areas that we
try to get out of this general math course will be things that relate to\their own experi-
ences. For example, if they're going to be involved with taxes, paying bills, writing
checks, balancing checkbooks--all this sort of thing. I really think it's probably neces-
sary for the majority of 1:11ple to know these things. Of course, we now have the required

P

consumer education course and several of these areas are covered again, but we've alway
found it useful for the students to have some idea of those things before they get to c -
sumer education. i

..r

"In algebra we talk about the structures of mathematics, that there are patterns that..
you can look for. I suppose that what it boils down to is it really involves a lot of
thinking as well as manipulation of terms and Albers. I don4 know how to explain it any
further, except in those terms. Structures . . . if you want to call them rules or pro-
perties or whatever. A very simple example is what we call the commutative property. If
you want to add two numbers, it doesn't matter which you chose first and which you choose
second. You should get the same result. So you can set up a whole structure of rules and
regulations that will go for the algebra. And you can carry it over into geometry and
Algebra II and senior math, Rules are the basic structure that are set up.

"In addition to the requiredcourses, I teal a number of nonrequired courses, ending ,
with senior math.' The majority of students in them would be those who are preparing for
further academic work. A lot of them would also be interested in science and see the rela-
tionship between the math and the science. Many have an interest...4n math, as well. Some
students, by the nature of their intended life's work, are encouraged to take further math.
Others, I suppose,ust end up taking the same courses as their buddies.

"I think a lot of students are strictly looking at their achievement in terms of a
grade. they may be motivated, maybe from home, to get certain grades so that other things

'''''\.1good and nice will happen to them. A lot of them are thinking in terms of 'what do I have
to accomplish day by day,' and to them that's all ieca about. Others look at math from tie
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,viewpoint of, well, I've got to get through this, it doesn't mean anything to me, but here
is the method and the example and I'm going to do it and that's it.

"I don't get too much feedback from parents one 'way or another. Occasionally, you'll
get a negative report. I'll give yot an example. One student's parents called last year
because they thought this student should have gotten a higher grade since so and so drd.
I informed this parent that in this particular course we did not grade on that basis.\
They could not understand that at all. I tried to point out to them that most courses are
based on competition between students. That this wasn't always done, they weren't ready
to accept. The only real feedback as far as methods is concerned are your students. Some4

that bave gone on will mention that they did certain things that were useful to them. Of
course, you get a negative side where someone will say, 'Well, you stem do understand it,
but you don't explain it well enough fQr the students to understand.' My only retort to
that is that if the student doesn't understancli,then they must ask the question. They must
ask will you explain it again, willyou explain it in different terms than you did/the
first time.

"Most parents, of course, won't voice an opinion. I think the general one that I get '

is, 'Oh, I was never very good in math.' I hear an awful lot of that. I suppose I should
ask the question, 'Well, why do you think you didn't do well?' I look at this response .as
an excuse. I'm sure there are areas where everyone is weak: I recogni,ze that. But a lot
of times they say that and it's just an excuse. To a lot of them it's easier to say, 'We
didn't do well,.so why should we expect our kids to do well?' I think many parents have
too low expectations for their children. On the other hand, maybe I expect too much.

t --

"Our whole curriculum here followed a new math approach soon after the books came out
To me, new math is new methods, but not particillarly new content. More recently we'v, gone
to metrics, but this is not new, it is just a new emphasis. New math got down to mote
rigorous math, looking at patterns instead of working . . . Take multiplication. stead

mPof just multiplying two numbers, we break it down. We write 25 as 20 plus'5 and tiply
it by 4, each number by 4, so we can show we get 100. This way students learn the patterns
of math. It didn't bother me that much to switch to new math because I was redlly into
the math more, being it was my major and I had had additional pork. It was not traumatic
for me as it was for other teacher did not have so much background in math. ,My
methods did not change So much. St dents had trouble accepting it, however.

f

"What I like best about teaching is naturally when I get students who perform well,
especially if they carry on beyond-big school into college work. It'also feels good to
grade tests and see the students do we 1.

"I like most to teach precalculu4 and then trig. I suppose it's because of the
weeding out process. Generally, students who reach the senior year are the most capable
ones. They have goals, they know what to expect from themselves and from me. There's a
camaraderie, a mesh of ideas and personalities. So I feel most comfortable with 'them.
They know, expect a lot 614 of them. The good ones will give you moi&the more you ex:-
pect. What bothers me the most is the kid who elects to take a,coursewand then doel
4thing with it

"Neither the board nor the superintendent limit the way I teach. If my textbooks are
not up to date, the board might urge me to get new ones. My senior math book has 1940 as
the first copyright and 1955 as the next. The book I use for reference has a 1964 copy-
right. The materials are basically the smile in the new and the old books. If new material
is available I'll add it to old stuff from the 1955 book. So my students don't lose out on
the new materials.
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"Things might be different if I worked in a larger school. They set up programs for
teaching students, the college bound, etc., This could make a difference. My daughter
learned chemistry in high school from a teacher who went at a rate that allowed all the
kids could understand. She did not complete the text within the year's tTOite. So at

college she had trouble with chemistry for the fist nine to ten weeks. I hope we push
kids hard enough so they have the background to gouRe. As far as discipline goes, the
large classes in big schools could mean that some students do not get the material. Here
there's not many disruptive kids.

"I suppose I've changed m),'"teaching methods from time to time. I guess you should
change each year when different classes come in. I've changed techniques but not great
changes. In geometry, to cover important material, I demonstrate a great deal on the
blackboerd. I've always done this. From time to time I tried to let the students do this,
but it's too frustrating to me. They try but the results are not predictable. So I do

it. In general math, the kids are willing to work the problems on the blackboard, I sup-
pose because the problems requite simpler procedure. This is OK with me. It doesn't take

so much time to do this. Part of the beauty of math to me is its abstractness. There are,.

consistent patterns. It doesn't call for that much change in the way it's taught or in
what's taught. Content-wise it has not changed; it's just emphases that change occasion-
ally, either out,of n ce sity or for t,1,le sake of trying to see if a new way is better."

High School Mathematics Classes

Algebra I

Students are counseled to take either general math or algebra on the basis of their
scores on a math aptitude test. If a student is slightly below the cutoff point and he
really wants to work, explains Mr. L,, then he can be admitted to Algebra I. Also,

parents can come to school and get their children's schedule changed to one or the other
course. "It's their choice." In general, students opt for one course or the other depend-
ing on whether or not they are bound for college. The textbook used in Algebra I is
Algebraby R. E. K. Rourke and H. W. Sye. Its preface indicates that the book is an
"introduction to algebra for capable students" and that the "authors have sought to combine
the best of the new with the best of the old."

The tone of Algebra I differs markedly from that in technical math. Here the students

come to class having all done the same exercises. When the bell rings, the hand waving

begins. Mr. L. takes each homework problem in turn, the students waving their arms to be

called on for the answer. One or two students seem always to know the answer and Mr. L.

will recognize the same student in quick succession. As the class continues, the number

of hands raised markedly declines. Then the teacher's deep, robust voice is heard increas-
ingly as he feels obliged to provide exteeded explanations to the more complex problems.
If a student offers the incorrect answer, Mr. L. calmly explains how to arrive at the cor-

rect one. He does not scold or scorn those who appear not to understand, but remains out-
wardly calm at all times, seeming to enjoy those occasions when an elaborate problem can
be worked out on the blackboard. It is not uncommon for him to smile and say, as he
approaches the more difficult problems, "OK, now here's a little tougher one," suggesting
a sense of pleasure as he anticipates the work associated with such problems. If a prob-
lem does not appear to have troubled anyone, he will ask, "Any kroblems with this one?"
and hearing no response, he will move on to the next one or, poskbly, add a comment de-
signed to assure understanding of the general point. While discussion of the homework is

proceediog, some students, who did not do the homework, write down in their notebooks the
correct answers that are read out either by the students or by the teacher. On one
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occasion, a student asks Mr. L., foVowing the explanation of some point, "When would you '4
use something like that?" Mr. L. responds, "Very seldom. Mainly it's the thinking and the
manipulation process that is important."

*.e-

Once all the problems have been discussed, Mr. L. assigns the next day's homework, in-
variably leaving time in class to begin the new problems. If it's a Friday, students may
protest their weekend assignment, pleading a big football game.or a too busy weekend.
Mr. L. is unmoved by such protest. In the time remaining in the period, students freak
into pockets of buzzing; some of them, however, do use the time to begin their work.

From time to time, the students are given (quiz, such as theone in Appendix D that
was taken early in the semester when the work was devoted to the study of sets. Such
quizzesvare meant to check the degree.of mastery over material studied and as a revew for
the more`icomprdphensive tests. The results of such quizzes are not always recorded.

Technical Math

This course is taken by juniors and seniors who are not too proficient in mathematics.
It begins with the fundamental processes of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and divi-
sion and is designed to have a strongly applied nature.

Very early in the semester, Mr. L. prepared and ran off contracts for this class,
seeing them as something different he could use to motivate the class. He is not using
contracts for any of his other classes. A copy of the contract follows:

contract to do a mSnimum of tests.during the
quarter with an average of 75 or better, for a grade of D.

If I do tests, with an average of 81 or better,,pcgrade will be a C.
To obtain a B grade, I must complete tests with an average of 87 or
better.

If I wish to have an A, *must do at least tests during the quarter
and have an average of 93 or better.

P
In addition to the foregoing, I realize that my notebook should be in satis-
factory condition and that I will have conducted myself properly in class-
room activities.
I should fully understand that each test less than that for which contracted
will result in the lowering of my grade one step . . .

SIGNED: Date

The stpdents were very Much aroused the first day they received their contracts
because afferent amounts of work were required from each student in order to obtain the
same grade. The class did'not ask for an explanation of this arrangement and Mr. L. did
not offer one. In fact, however, a very definite plan was followed to determine the amount
of. work a student should do. Each student's score on a standardized math aptitude test was
added to his IQ score and divided by two. The result was a score that was used to deter-
mine the number of tests a student must take to get a grade of D, the number of tests
increasing by one for each higher letter grade.

Once the students understand this new system, they enter the math room, chat for a
while, and then without comment from their teacher settle down to work. Each student works
at his own rate. Some are obviously intent on completing the assignments, their faces
bent over their books, their pencils moving rapidly. Others talk, work, talk, work, in a
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ot always productive fashion. The nonwork noise ebbs and flows, sometimes reaching a
,.Crescendo. At a particularly loud outburst, Mr. L. may look up from the work he is doing

at his desk. When a student finishes a set number of the exercises', he can come to Mr. L.
and ask for the appropriate test; the test completed, he moves onto the next set of exer-
cises to prepare for the next tests. Occasionally, Mr. L. walks around the room glancing
at the students' work.

a

High School Students' Views of Math

Beth: A Sophomore

-4

"I'm taking plane geometry this year. I can't see what it'll help you do beyond
school. As parents Abu may do algebra, but there's no possible way that I see how plane
geometry helps. I know it does, but I can't think how it does. That's the main problem.
Algebra is more helpful in situations where you have to calculate different numbers.

"Plane geometry is not my favorite subject, but they say you should take it if you
watt to get into the U. of I. I don't know what I'm getting out of it. I can't really say
anything now. You study and cram for the tests and that's it. I can't remember back to
what we did earlier in the semester. The teacher knows what he's talking about, but I'm
not really sure I know what I'm doing. He's over my head. You've got to do it on your
own. If you -ask for more explanation, it,gets even more complicated. You can't get away
from the technicalities, so you really have to work to understand. I want to understand
it, but it's hard. I got a B for the first quarter. I want to work up. Now we're on
geometric proofs and that goesgback to algebra which I pretty well understand. I got

along well in algebra last year.

"So, I'm not a bad student, I just don't have that much interest in it. I didn't
have more interest in algebra, it just came easier. So far there hasn't been much connec-,
tion between the math and the science I've studied. There was in eighth grade in conver-
sions of Fahrenheit and centigrade. This is easy to do with a formula. In high school

there's been no connection.

"Here's what we do in plane geometry. *re; over the assignment from the night be-

fore and get a new one. The teacher sometimes will explain what we'rejoing into, but not
always. This may take the rest of the period and, if not, we get time to work in class.
We get an assignment every night. They're quite lengthy. It would be better if we got
shorter assignments and not every night. When we come to a new topic, he should give us a
break. Do a topic on Monday to Wednesday, give a breather on Wednesday night, and begin
the new topic on Thursday. I don't have as much homework in any other subject. It takes

at least one hour. It's not collected, only once in a while to catch us, so I don't do it

that much. I look it over in study hall, I don't really write it out. That's probably
--1cmy problem. Only a few kids do it every nig5 I understand when I see it on the black-

board; but not when I do it at home."

Tammy: A Junior

"Mr. L., our math teacher, he can t 1 k above our heads, but we can joke with him and

say, 'Get down four feet to where we are:' He takes this well. At the end of class he'll

look around and say, 'I got a joke.' I have fun in math because he makes it fun. ,I'm
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about a B student. He never loses patience. If he sees our blank faces,.he'll explain it
ov and over.

411-,

"I think it's easier to learn in a small scho51-b1Cause we know all the teachers
personally. I can go to teachers and easily ask them somethinp You,con't do that idka
big school. B4T has helped me to want to learn. Gle're,on a friendly basis -- person to
person,not teacher to student. We call all of the teachers by their first name, but not
in school. After school and out of school it comes easy, though more for girls than boys,
I think.. I don't want to move awaY14 This is school. I plug for BRT. This' feeling is
common, especially among girls.ss We always pack the sp1ri rallies. The'feeling very
much from the teachers' attitudes. They're not looking or trouble; they're will g to
help us. Also the superintendent--he's good and fair a we respect,him. Teachers here
are friends to me, not symbols of authority."

George: A Senior

"Science and algebra geometry are just teaching you to think, even if you don't
understand. It imprints in your mind to.use a process, to think for different situations
that you come across. This is what I feel now when it's ove,r and I look back. Sometimes
you think you're not learning anything,'but I imagine most kids see it that way. I'do. A

/ few never see it as anv value. It sure won't hurt a pe son to know about science, because
the more he knows the better off he's going to be.

"I took basic math. That's problem solving with multiplication, addition, subtrac-
tion, and division, Also algebra and geometry. They're still problem solving btAlt.they go

wabout it with a different view or attitude. It's just not quite as apparent as basic math.

.

4.-

"Math--I couldn't get by without it. I use math all the time in farming and to a
certain extent in all I do. For farming, you got to figure your percentage of food, fer-
tilizer, seed etc., per acre and the costs per acre. I keep a record of these.tRings
because of FF , but also because I rent land from my dad. Algebra and plane geomeie ,
aren't necessary for farm calculations. If you have an irregularly' shaped field and need
to figure its area, then maybe plane geometry is , useful.

"My dad, he requires us to take accounting and to take at least two years of math.
There are other dads who also require their sons to take plane geometry. My dad never
said anything about taking -Vence courses.

"Math is prdipably more important in t e future, Ethan now. For most occupations'a
4 person plans to enter, a good knowiledge of math is needed. I've got no regrets about

taking it. I juste wish I'd learned a bit more. A104a seemed awful tough. I wir it
were taught slower. Slow it down some. Use more.examples. We'd get an example and then
move on to the next theorem, but I think we'd be better off,if before going on to the nolloar
theorem we hgd more examples of the old one. In -math, we'd have an assignment of'problems

.

every day, We'd go over 'emlin class. There'd be questions and he'd explain more. Then
we'd get a new assignment for the next day which the teacher would explain before you did
the new problem's.

"I learned some, but not as much as I could have. I could have paid more attention,
asked more questions. I thought about this all t'he time. Four people in the class had a
good idea of what was going on. Seven to eight knew half way what was ping on; I was in
this group. Others didn't understand anything. We went at a fast pace. It seemed that
questions would slow down this pace. The more you know, the better you feel about asking
questions, and the less you know, the worse you feel about asking questions."

4

tt 0
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N,"I'm to ng technical math this year. I had modern math in my freshman year and no
math last ye r. Mr. T., our counselor, said to hold off on technical math in my sophomore
year. I'm sorry I did it this way because it was easier last year when students didn't
have contracts like this year. The contract makes me work harder and faster than I can go.
I'm not that great at math; I'm down to the C and D area. The stuff we're doing uses
instruments that I never used before. I never was too good, working on fractions. This
stuff'll be good for carpentry, though."

Junior High Mathematics
Mr. C.: Junior High Math Teacher

Mr. C. has a gentle, kindly appearance, yet he appears firmly in control of his class
in the terms favored by teachers in the junior high. That is, students are quiet and or-
derly, but not cowed by authority. They respond to questions, stir when a joke or gesture
by student or teacher animates them, and tare quick to settle down when Mr. C. quietly
remonstrates with a "Get busy."

The eighth grade, as taught by Mk. C.,,proceeds by questions. "What is the perimeter?
"How should we carry on?" "What is this?" "How do you . . 1" Mr. C. follows such an
approach Mille working with the class as a whole or with an individual, his manner sugges-
ting to the students that surely they know the answer. All problems are worked out on the
blackboard, the classmultiplyIng,Aividing, or whatever, in unison. It's as though he
decided that while 'the new math may give shape to the mathematics he teaches, he is com-
mitted to his students' mastering the four basic arithmetic processes. Loathe to discourage
any student, he gives credit to students who give a wrong answer but seem to be on the
right track.

When students have been assignee problems for the next.day's class, Mr. C., in the
time remaining, is on his feet until the bell rings. Like a bee darting from flower to
flower, he moves from student to student as they announce theif need for him by a raised
hand. But he tells no one the sewer nor exactly how he should proceed to obtain the
answer. Rather, he-AgIs,- "OK, what is this?" or "Now, what should you look 'for here, the
area or the circumference?" or "See, you've already got two-thirds of this right. Let's

see what should'be.done next." His voice is always patient, warm, and supportive. As he

moves about the room, the students ther work alone or shard their solutions with their

neighbors.

Grade School Mathematics
Mrs. B.: Fourth Grade Teacher

"In math we have new books in the Macmillan series and we're basically following the

order of the book. We've come to multiplication now, but the book assumes a background of
multiplication that this group doesn't holaimmas- I've arranged for the students to learn

at their own rate. I told them they must rote memorize because they can't do complex.

problems otherwise. I use extra skills and games to help them master multiplication.
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"Grades one and two have their math series; it's very different. We only have
our reading series in common with them. Grades three to six have the same math series;
seventh and eighth may have, I don't know. The superintendent and principal hoped we
would have uniform series for K-8, but it didn't work out. We had ten series to conAter
for math and we had meetings or workshops for about a total of three hours after each of
us had personally examined the books and then made a selection. Grades one and twocjust
did not want to adopt the Macmillan series, but their books are consumable so they can
-change them easily and frequently if they decide to do so.

"I have a feeling about math that I need to cover what they'll be getting to in the
fifth grade. There's no particular relationship in social studies between the fourth and
fifth grade. In science we do some of the same things because we both use E.S.S. materials,
I've devised some of my own cards and Jane in the fifth grade will use'the regular cards.
Even in math, if I don't cover all that I could, I tell Jane what we didn't get to. I

talk with her a lot and tell her about the students as a group and where we got to, but I
don't bother in social studies or science. In social studies we-Use the same series in
grades four and five, but the books are delineated in such a way that the kids are not
'handicapped if I don't cover certain things. And in reading, the next grade's teacher
just begins where I left off."

Mrs. B's Fourth Grade Math Class

s

The signs of a new unit are visible throughout the room. One bulletin board is titled
"Metric Madness" and "Going Metric," and anther reads "Explore Space," ready for the new
science work: It contains posters of space ships, astronauts, and sky labs. Beneath the
bulletin board is a long table of books, all on space, rockets, and planets.

The rest of the room displays other exhibits: stretched over the front black board
are four horse-drawn stagecoaches with letters of the alphabet on them, student drawings
of castles in a Halloween motif, a globe, about twenty library books on assorted subjects,
four shelves of reference books, each student's name and birthday on a 3" X 5" piece of
paper posted on a back wall bulletin board, a tree branch, without leaves, with poems hung
from the limbs, a student job chart, an animal cage with two guinea pigs in it, and a
variety of large and small plants either hanging from the ceiling, on the floor, or resting
on a shelf near the window. The date on the front bulletin board reads, "October XIII,
1976."

Mrs. B. takes orders for t e noon and second recess milk. White or chocolate. She
asks how many brought their lun . Everyone turns toward the flag to pledge allegiance.

T: We will have a film this afternoon. These people will do the lights [she
reads names], these the shades, these the screen, and these the projector.
OK, if Ilm gone, who would you prefer for a substitute?

S: Aunt Mary.

Mrs. McGill.

T: We've had no mothers volunteer fop -our Halloween party.' If they want to,
have 'em send a note. °

Mrs. B. calls the students' attention to the new bulletin board containing different
..lengths in the metric system. She holds up a meter stick and shows strips one decimeter, ,

one millimtter, and. one centimeter lodg.

4 r-
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T: Anybody know the temperature this morning?

°S: 70° F.

T: How much was it when you got pup?
a

S? 34° F.

T: How much Celsius?

[A student goes to the front of the room to look at a pair of thermometers
to make a comparison between Celsius and Fahrenheit degrees.)

S: Can I check how much 70° F. is? It's 22° C.

S: 32 is exactly 0° Celsius [one student calls out without being asked].

T: OK, we have here on the table different things you'll need for your metric
work.. I've got a trundle wheel that measures in meters. Be careful with
it. It's plastic and will break.

S: We counted-96 meters from one end of the hall to the other.

T: OK, there are beans, golf balls, and popsicle sticks.

S: That do we use for measuring millimeters?

T: You need to use your regular ruler. If you use a ruler, be sure to look
at the right side of the ruler. Now, I've divided you into three groups- -
one has a set of cards, another has a different set of cards, and another
has a booklet. Keep a record for your whole group. One person should do
this. At the end of the day I want to see what you have done. So for the
next couple of days you'll be in metric groups. We'll have metric game
problems on Monday. Any questions about the group stuff? OK; get pens

,,,j/ and paper. Remember you need a secretary for your group.

One grbup goes to the rug in the reading corner. They follow a sheet calked "Metric
Search" which tells them to-ftd a shoe, button, crayon, paintbrush, key, penny, and paper
clip. They enthusiastlically search for these objects. One boy smells the shoe he has
collected and pretends to faint. Another boy picks up a ruler and measures everything
within reactA. Soon they turn to their collected objects. They measure three objects
before someone recalls they have to write down their results. Billy insists that it is
time for a new person to be the measurer. He re-measures the penny and the quarter and
comes up with different results from the first measurer. They argue until Billy concedes
that the answer is not one and two centimeters, but two and three respectively.

. They go to the next card of instructions. Susan reads instructions that require her
' group to draw a page full of airplanes, carssor motorcycles. The boys press successfully

for airplanes, even though the girls insist they can't draw one. Tim suggests they each
draw one plane and he demonstrates two different kinds. He then continues drawing, to the
amusement of the girls, one small, one fat, and one skinny plane. Meanwhile, one boy has
been drawing a serious.plane all this time. He shows the group his plane and Susan says
he should draw a page full: He eagerly agrees.

They move to the next card which asks for line segments of different lengths, in centi-
meters--,one, three, four, five and seven. They call out the lengths they want to drew,
debating over who called seven centimeters first, the preferred length, seemingly, because
it is'the longest. After drawing their lengths, students follow the card that directs_ .
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them to make an imaginary picture using their already drawn lines. David prepares the
picture, his group instructing him to draw a window, a flag, etc. They find the picture
drawing amusing.

The next card -calls for a "Smile Contest." They are ipstructed to measure smiles to
the nearest millimeter and to offer an award to the student with the widest smile. They

ilaugh as each of them pulls his mouth open, an index finger jammed into each corner, to
the 'widest possible smile.

T: Are you guys writing this down now? You're supposed to keep records.

S: I won the smile contest (Billy announces].

T: Wait a minute, people. I don't think you understand. You're supposed
to write down each person's smile and its length. We'll be stopping soon,
so don't start another card.

S: Where is my smile award?

S: It's one kiss from Jackie Brown.

S: Or you can eat my eraser.

3

Mrs. T.'s Second Grade Math Class

Mrs. T. writes these numbers on the blackboard: 4, 5, 9

6, 2, 8

5, 5, 10

T: OK, now, let's see. We have nineteen people here today. Let's kind. of
group up to have some teams._

S: Yeaa (they shout].

T: OK, what do you want your teams to be? What's a gooAalloween name?
Tim?

S. Jack O'Lantern.

T: OK. (She writes the team's name on the black board. j Diane's team,
come over here on this side of the room.

S: We'll be the Ghosts.

S: Shucks.

T: Remember, we don't help. I'll give you the two addends and the sum and
you give methe facts . . . .

3 4 = 7. 7 - 4 = 2..

S: N000.

T: You can't give hints. I don't think we count that because Diane spoke up.

Diane, you'll have to learn. You caused your team to Lose. OK, Doug.
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S: 5 + 2 = 7; 2 + 5 = 7.

S: Can't hear him.

T: Turn your TV up a bit. Don't help him. Can't wait too long. Now your

subtraction. Shh, shh. Hands down people. C'mon Doug, can you do it?

OK, no score yet. OK, Susan.

S: 5 + 2-= 7, 2 + 5 = 7, 7 - 2 = 5, 7 - 5 = 2.
A

T: Right. This is a score for the ghosts. [Students applaud.]

T: It's all yours, Brian.

S: = l0., 9 + = ZO., ZO - Z = 9, Z - ZO = 9.

T: No hints. Let him think. No, remember with subtraction facts you

begin with the, sum. Tammy:

S: 3+ 2 = 5 , 2\+ 3= 5 , 5 - 3= 2 , 2 . . .

T: Somebody is whispering.

S: Two take away.

T: Your last subtraction fact.

S: %2 . . . 5 - 2 = 3.

S: She made it, didn't she?

,

T: That's a score for the Jack O'Lantern.

P'
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SOCIAL STUDIES IN BRT

quo

Some form of soc al studies is.taught in each year of BRT's four-year junior high
school. In high schoo , however, students can graduate having had only one year of work
in this area--the stat -required U.S. history. This follows a year of U.S. history in the
eighth grade which is not coordinated with the high school course. Coordination, if de-
sired, could be difficult given the disposition of the junior high social studies teacher
to emphasize those topics of strong personal interest.

As noted, high school social studies, unlike math and science, has not been taught by
any one teacher long enough to establish it on a firm basis. This year, Mrs. F.teaches
U.S. history and sociology. English is her major subject and she has.not"taught social
studies, her minor, for five years. The sociology class presented below has the reputation
of a catch-all for juniors and seniors merely looking for a course to take. The impact of
this reputation and laCk of continuity appears in the reactions of Bill, oneof BRT's most
able senior students: "My interest [in social studies] never got built up in the first
place."

$

Throughout this section there are several references to the limited background and
consequently narrow outlook of students in this rural community. By the time we reach the
comment of Mrs. T., second grade teacher, it seems established as a general view of BRT's
youth. She observes, in reference to her focus on understanding types of work, that, "Kids
don't realize there are so many ways people earn a living." In short, the rural community,
according to local teac s, ,provides a limited rage of outlook and stimuli, and student
awareness shows the impact of these limitations.

Mrs. Fe: High School Social Studies Teacher

"All together .I've taught seventeen yearsnine-4.1/.84..4ot a few different schools and
eight years here at BRT. I'm in my ninth year now; of course, there wig a ten year gap
before coming back to teaching Jere when I was mother and housewife. During those years,
I had it'in mind to return eventually. I have three boys and 4 felt that I'd like to see
them have a little better education. I knew if they did I'd piobably have to contribute
to the finances of the family. You know, it's a must, and it's a shame . . . sometimes I
think, well, I enjoy my work. I don't feel like I have to work, I y teaching, but so
many pdople work because they have to.

"Now my sons are mostly grown up: Only one is at home and he's a high school senior at
BRT.. Still, we lead a busy lite. We've always tried to maintain close family relationships;
and between my family and my husband's, we've got\nine brothers and sisters within easy
dr4ving distance. ;But I'm also an avid reader. When I wasn't teaching and before my child-
ren came along I,cduld deVour\ten books a week, easy. I prefer something along the line of
Gone With the Wind. Right no4,/'belong to a book club and I've got a row of Reader's Digest
condensed novels that I haven't been able to get to. We subscribe to several magazines,
Reader's Digest and People, and to two Champaigp newspapers. Ii4seems like during the
school year I'm so busy I never find the time to do things I want to do. I get up early
enough to watch the morning CBS news and at night, well, I almost hate to say this . . .

I read this article by Art Buchwald about President Ford's TV tastes, and I know it was
tongue in cheek, but I guess I have the same interests--whodunits, situation comedies, that
sort.of thingas President Ford. When I watch 'All in the Family',I either sad myself or
somebody I know. That's such a beautiful mirror, really.' Otherwisd, when I finish my work
in the kitchen, I'll go, sit down and watch what my son is watching. Of course, I have my
circle group from the Methodist Church, but that only meets once a month.% We're trying to
'get some men to join us, though it's still mostly women and the minister. We study diffeint
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books of the Bible. Like next week I have to start preparing ifor a lesson on the Holy

Spirit,which is rather a deep subject I'm not sure that I'm up to. The last one dealt
with the Book of James. At any rate, this is something that I enjoy. I've tried different
organizations, but I never felt like I took enough away from them to merit belonging. You

wknow, in a small town we get involved in petty interests rather than in what I consider
constructive. Meetings turn into gossip sessions. Many of the ladies will meet downtown
everyday at ten or4iwo the year round. I won't do that even during the summer when I could.

"Summer's a good time to catch up. I can do a lot of the reading I've been saving.
Probably the first month I spend cleaning all the things I've let go. Then we try to take
a little vacation. Nothing extravagant. And,j'll spend time getting ready'for school, if
I know what I'm pang to be doing. This past year I wasn't sure whether I'd be in English
or social studies. Ordinarily I look for articles, bulletin board material, and this type
of thing. I try to do some planning, though just at AT leisure, really.

"I'll visit my mother a lot during the summer: She lives nearby. Just recently she's
stopped working. Been making custom draperies for years. Dad was a tenant farmer and he
died four years ago. We weren't rich by any means, but somehow my mom came up with the ,

money and all of us got vocal, speech, music, or elocution lessons. Eventually, three of
my sisters became teachers and I went to Illprois State to study speech and dramatics.
Social studies was my minor. I had a high school, teacher I was very fond of and hoped to
emulate. She was in speech and I was involved in all the ply and speech and contest work.

"What a lonely year that first one at college was! I never been away from home1be-
fore. I'm amused when I hear the kids around here say, 'Th day I'm'eighteen or the day
after I graduate, man, I'm going to get out of here.' I prob ly felt the same way. I

learned that these small towns are pretty good,places when you're gone., I stayed at Illinois
State till graduation and then came back h'bme to look'for a job. I was tiitgred when I
graduated and my husband-to-be hadn't gone to college.

"I felt like I was prepared to,teach when I graduated, especially after my practice

.g..
teachin . That was the best part. I really wasn't interested in all the education courses
I had to kelbecause

/
to me, they didn't sound practical. You'd learn things that were

maybe go d ,ircl theory, but when you got into the classroom, it was another ballgame, like
in the area of discipline or motivation. I've heard other people remark, 'Well, so and so
wrote this book but I bet they never taught five days.' I suppose, though, there are sortie
basics that need to be taught. Still, when you're eighteen, nineteen, or twenty, you'd
like something a little more exciting than philosophy of education. Now I see this as a
necessary course; you have to have a base. Whatever

tt

it is we're going to do, we need a r

base forlt.

"One summer I returned to school for a health education course. The school I was

teaching at wanted me to prepare a.curriculum in that area. Now if I were to return to

school I think I'd like to study social problems, sociology, something in my minor field.
I think there's a need to understand certain social problems like alcoholism in teenagers,
drug problems, divorce. The idea of divorce still upsets me. .I'm sure I'm a minority

there. Premarital sex--this is completely foreign to me. My patents were very strict.

How strict they were in the forties! Oh my goodness! I'm just not liberal thinking along

that line. I fully believe in the sanctity of marriage. I'm not s4re young pople nowa-
days feel this way. I.t's incredible to me that a couple could bifmarried and a young lady

would choose not to take her husband's,name. I've had students ask me before whatI'd do
if one of'my sons had a mixed marriage. My response is, I think I would react this way,

'It's their choice.' I figure when they get to $e that . .,. These problems do not touch

my family. At the same time, these thingsaare happening; they're terrible, and you never
know, they might come home.

a
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"There are so many times that someone will come up with an idea that to me indicates
they aren't thinking logically. This happens right in the classroom and I feel almost com-
pelled to straighten them out. :At the same time, it's difficult to do this, without enforcing
your own opinion on them. I really prefer aniinformal type classroom. If somebody comes
in and they are really uptight about something they have seen or done, well, forget the
assignment. If they are ready to discuss it, and I can see the interest, we may blow the
wh6le period. It doesn't bother me to change my lesson plans. They may get more out of
that than what I had planned joryway. The things that go on here on Saturday nightsleutside
of school eventually get to school and sometimes you're fprced to deal kith them.

"My subjects, both English and hisry., are required and I probably wouldn't have a
full classroom if they weren't. Anyway, I think I really have something to contribute to
students. I have to keep reminding students why they have to take these subjects when they
tell me they won't remember all this or that. No, they won't remember those things. So I
usually say if you can take any assignment that I give you, do it to the best of your
ability and complete it, then you have accomplished something. You're learning something
about responsibility and about following directions. These are things you're going to have
to do when you get out, going for a job, whatever. I'm sure that explanation falls on
deaf ears sometimes, but that to me is what it amounts to.

"For example, in almost all my classes I require some kind of research paper. I give
them a set of rules: you must use at least three references, you must keep note cards,
you must meet deadlines. Following a given set of rules--it's hard to believe that stu-
tents don't realize #he importance of that kind of thing. This is one of the things, aside
from the.subject matter, that I try to do. I've always tried to be very careful not to
make my subject matter appear to be more important than what they're takifig in any other
class. This is unfair to students. I've taught with teachers whose re9irements for stu-
dents were above and beyond what, they should be.

"I think we all have to keep to the basics. So far as I'm concerned, it's essential
that students have some general knowledge about their background. Thus, history, you see.,
But I don't believe in committing to memory dates and places, things that we cannot show
are relevant. If they can catch the general idea of what the country was like in a partic-
ular period . . . It's enough ifsKey can say this is the way things were and these are
some of the reasons for it. Then they should be able to relate those things. What I'm
trying to do is bring the past up to the present, I guess. It's a matter of seeing rela-
tionships because facts aren't anything by themselves. Too often they learn something for
the moment with no carryover to it. I suppose this is part of what I mean when I say
'See the relationships,' seeing something relevant to tomorrow's assignment and what we had
two weeks ago. There's a thread. It's almost like the plot of a novel running thrAgh all
this. Yet, so many of them, what they learn is for a test.

"I don't.think I resist change if it can be shown to me to be of value. I'm not if

different from anybody else. Sometimes iC....st inconvenient as the devil to change.
(It all, depends on what you're accustomed to. I don't think the patents are urging us one

way or the other. I seldom ever talk to parents unless I've sent home a failing notice.
We don't have a parent-teacher organization. My husband's a mechanic and sometimes he Sets
in a young man and he'll comment that we need to teach these kids how to read directions.
But our communication with parents is extremely low. Either they're quite satisfied or

they don't know what's happening. I dontt believe I teach in response to any particular

way I think the community feels. Still, still I Live in the community. That's different
from people who drive in everyday. I know how parents feel toward the school. They're

proud of it. One day a boy came to class with a copy of Catcher in the Rye saying he wanted'
us to study it. I hadn't read it so I secured a copy, read it, and said no to using it in
Pass. I said there has to be something better to study. I realize this book is supposed r

to be some kind of psychological study in the maturation of the boy, but somehow I would
not have been comfortable with it. And I don't think some of the if they were to

4
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pick up the book at home, would have appreciated my using it. I found the language offen-
sive. I told the class that whatever I bring into the class for study has to be what I con-
sider'good literature. But parents have never called to complain. If our discussion of
capital punishment didn't do it and abortion didn't do it . . .

(4,

"Right now students are only required to take U.S. history in the social studies area.
We're so downed by schedules it would be idealistic to think there's room for another re-
quired course in this area. But if I could require one course, it'd be sociology. If it's
well taught, if it's well received, some of biggest problems are there--crime, wait., delin-
quency, the social problems. And a hudy of those social problems might stimulate some of
these people into social service. And to me that's where it's at. ,,I know there's always
been prob4ms, but I'm a confounded optimist.

"Our students have to think in terms of a world a little largerthan this community, so
far as problems are concerned. We had this film the other day in sociology, Black and White
Uptight. A good film on the race issue. The class didn't want to disduss it. I could see
them shrinking--'0h no, not that again.' 'I said, 'Well, I have only one comment to make.
I want you to consider how well you would survive if you had to walk in that Negro's shoes
for one day.' ,The film showed the mother not having milk for her babies, only sugar water,
the rats,. the hanging plaster. And to the students . . . I can understand the opinions
they've gotten at home. They're simply repeating things they've heard. I don't know. The
sociology class has twelve students, most of them seniors. Mostly, they're slow students.
They were looking for a course with -a minimum amount of A. They're not interested in
facts. They have opinions but won't go to the,trouble to back them up wi h research. The

4one thing they're looking forward to is g cgraduation. 4kes you wonder a ompulsory
education. I'm from the old school--you must have a ood education if yo w nt to get any-
where. I don't know about this when we have kids here whose achievement eve is in the
seventh grade and we require them to come and sit in school five more years. When you see
them in your classroom you wish that rather than force them to come here and sit day after
day and sleep,'too bad you can't'do something else for thOt. Some of the seniors look for-
ward to, only one thing and that's graduating in May.

"At any rate, here's what I'm'trying to get across in the sociology class. ?first of

all, that you, the stArsnt, you're a member of the group. You have a responsini,ity to the
group and you should nrirer consider, that your contributions toward class discussion, toward
group activities, is not important. I'm trying to get them to see the faqt that they are
part of the whole and what they A affects someone else.

"Now this week I have three days of discussion set up. I was loused up one day be-
cause the seniors were gone all day and when I made out my plans I didn't know this. I

gave them an assignment to interview three people as to what they' consider the merits or
disadvantages of Little Legli4 baseball and Pee Wee football in regard to.youngsters of

r that age being involved in competitive spOrts. Then another day I want to take up with
them this, idea of cooperation in a dictatorship as compared to competition in a democracy
and then branch out into how %he individual is affected by the group and vice versa.
Whether or not they'll do these assignments, t have no idea. I'd say that probably thfee
or'four will maybe take the trouble-to Interview someone.

"Another idea that I'm doing is competition in American students scholastically and
athletically, whether it's good or bad, what kind of problems does it create. I'm inter-
ested in seeing what they'll do with this question of dangers and rivalry between nations,
which is all a part of the competitive area. And whether or not they'll be willing to dis-

..;,cuss the idea of nuclear arms race or if they're aware of what the results of competition
in this area could mean-.-catastrophe for all of us.

11.
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"So I'm concerned with the individual's place 1,n a.-group and with competition. I feel
I have to relate them to something by're familiar with. That's how I come to Little Lea-
gue and school events. o

4

"You know, kind of get the feeling that this tune of anti - 'establishment is still.
with us, though ybe not so much as a few years ago. Students'just aren't too sure that
we oldsters have uch to contribute to them, that we don't unde;gand them. The one thing
that is probably arest and dearest to their hearts is working.like don't just release
them from school for,work. They must notify the school ahead of time, have their parents'
permission, and get the assignment and make up the work prior to their being gone.Q This
is new and many of them resent this. Always beforej4f,daddy was ready to pick corn they'd
stay home for three days and then come back and pick up where they ft off. And I've .

heard different ones sAy, 'Why.can't we graduate in the middle of the ear like they do in
big schools? Then we could get out and get a job before the summer w en everything else
is taken.' Well, I never did feel like emotionally they were ready, they were mature enough.
I can't imagine them at seventeen or eighteen out'oy the job market. So this is one thing
-we've discussed. Why did we change the rules? Is'it just another old rule? So this is
why I feel they're,kind of dbwn on the establishment. I hope that by the time they finish
they'll 'understand that society is built on some kind of rules and regulations and they're
there for the purpose to protect you, not to antagonize you.

"But this is one area I think kids have changed since I began teaching. Back in the
fifties they would not question a rule. Now they question every rule. Young people do
not respect authority as they used to. They question why is this nec$ssary;spethaps they
question many more things. A good-example of this is the draft. Look at our evaders and
deserters that we're still fussing about now. 'Why?' 'You; can't force me to do it.' It's
almost as though we have to/prove Why we're here, why we're functioning. 'What makes you
think you have anything of value to teach us?' You know,,I get the feeling many times that
I'm on the defensive as a teacher', It isn't enough that I sand -up and say, 'This is your
assignment.' I almost feel as though I have to prove, it, to Prove that there's value in
doing it, other than the fact that I just want them tec:, it

"Sometimes they really surprise me. I expect to get*Ics 'arkli"in'a particular topic
and I strike out. The other day when we were discussing ci ve behavior I thought I'd
get some interest in Adolph Hitler because the book discussd w he us d a knowledge of
collective behavior to get what he wanted. I expected more qA4142ps, rre interest.
Hitler is removed from them and yet not so far. Patton was on Tlithe other night.

' .

"Anbther thing is I think they're less competitive scholastically:than they were
even three or four years ago./ Students don't seem to mind if they ot on the honor roll.
And I don't know how much parents mind either. There'd the idea, shbuld I go to col-
lege, spend all that money and time, and maybe not Lind a job?' 'Gee there's a lot of
teachers out here without jobs. A year or so ago there were all? thos engfeers laid-off.
They're selling hamburgers or something. Students say they can go out and lay bricks for
eight or nine dollars an hour, so why should I go to school. Whenever I say anything in

, class about getting your diploma, somebody's always ready with an exception to the rule%
They know a guy who's making X thousands a year and of course didn't graddete.

"ON thing that hasn't changed is grades--students Ann-it like to get them and I don't
like to give them. I don't brood over them but neither do I feel that I can just follow
test scores. So I probably spend more time on grades than maybe other teachers do. I don't
want to over- or under-evaluate. There's so many things we don't know in regard to the
background of a child. The emotional level of the family, what things are like at home,
what kinds of responsibilities . . . As far as I'm concerned these things affect the child.
One boy sleptall the way through class the other day. A don't know if he didn't feel
well or not. Now this is frustrating to me. And yet so many things I find it getter to
ignore. We'll see if he sleeps on Monday. If he does, I'm in trouble..

4
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"At any rate, I like kids. I like the give and take between students.4 I enjoy observ-
ing them in the halls between classes. And if you're in a place more than four years you
can see them grow physically, mentally, ar socially. I get a lot of satisfaction out of
teaching (mil wouldn't be here.. For maybe ten years more I'd like to teach and then do
other things. Maybe travel, or just sit around."

High School Social Studies Classes

U.S. History

On'the blackbo4d, Mrs. F. has written:' "Amnesty in 1863 and 1968-76 and voting
qualifications for blacks in 1863 and the poor qualifications of minority voters today."

,T: How many of you favor full pardon for those who went to Canada to avoid
being drafted at the. time orthe Vietnam War? [No hands are raised to .

answer the question.)

S: What happens if we don't give them a full pardon?

T: I'm not sure, Marie; what would happen if they decided to come home. Maybe
they'd be jailed or have to follow a rehabilitation program.. My reason for
asking is I hoped to find someone who felt strongly about their return. I
hoped to come up with a good debate. Now, are any of you willing to take
that viewpoint? [Students talk to each other but nobody appears willing to
do so.) I'm not soell-versed on this topic. Marie', willyou do-a little
research for me? What does President Ford believe about this? (Marie
agrees to do this investigation. The boys in class seem to be agitated.]
If any of you were of an age to face the decision of Vietnam maybe you'd
feel different than you feel now. (The class is silent.) Marie, have it
ready for Monday, please. Hopefully, some of our films will be in Friday
or Monday.

U.S.' History

A film is to be shown during this period. Mrs F. opens the class with a long intro-
ductloz) that suggests the Civil War is not over yeot She tries to connect yesterday's
reading about the post Civil War period and today's film. The film is about busing
primary-school-Aged blacks to a white school and parental reactions to buting.

41 .

When the film is over, Mrs. F. asks, "What do you think about the film and the issues ?"
There is along silence in response. Finally, one boy says, "The, film was OK." Then Randy,,,

a newcomer to the school district whp attended an integrated school before moving to RT,

40
describes his previous school. "We had getk percent biotin the school but I'd ay

-only two percent mixed with the whites. Ilre had near riots couple of times. There were
black tables in the lunchroom. They did their thing and we did ours." Again, the students
respond with silence.

Mrs. F. comments, "I was amazed at the.:ignotance of the adults in that film. They had

such poor manners and no social graces. I don't epect to see the problem solved in my day,
11.1
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but some of you might live elsewhere, not in BRT all your life, and you'll have to under-
stand and make decisions about these issues." As the period ends, Mrs. F. passes out home-
work papers and reminds the class about their exam tomorrow. Randy Is taunted by some
joking questions about his former high school.

After class, Mrs. F. says that_her students lead such sheltered lives. "Many will
- graduate and go live on farms out there." .She points to the fields that surround the school.

"I get so frustrated at times trying to reach them. They seem so disinterested. Maybe they
feel more than they leton."

Sociology

AY

Mrs. F. begins reading from the textbook. The topic .s explanations of cultural var-
iability. Harry reads next. The other students sit quiet y and follow along with the read-
er. Alk

oh.

S: Is that far enough?
es

T: Please continue. . . . OK, this tells us that geographic factors do not explain
cultural variations because we find differenp cultUres in the same geographic
area. . . . [A student asks a question about some point in the text.)

T: I don't know. Why don't you Zook that up?

T: Z, will y ead?

S: I can't.

T: Sure you can. Try.

S: I know I can't, so why should I try?

T: Sure q114an, Jill. reads and does quite well.) Thank yoU, Jill.
So it a contributin effect, but does not explain the whole thing. Are
cultural variations a product of race? Patty, would you 'like to read?
[Patty reads.) Sowe cannot rely on race as an explanation for why cultures
vary. And geography's not the answer. All right. Let's see what follows.
Ed, will you read? (He reads.) Tim; please read.

Tim asks Mrs. F. why in yesterday's class she compared Australian a6Origin:671th
bones in their lips and Americans chewing gum. She explains that using bones is what
Australians do and chewing gum is what we,do. 'rim stops readingfter he is too frequently
corrected by the boys on either side of him. "I don't feel like reading no more," he says.

T: So we didn't find a specific explanation. Elements of chance are to be
included along with geography, race,etc. OK, a question for you. What
effect has geography had oft development of culture in your region of the
U.S.? OK, what do we need to consider to answer that?

Surroundings?

T: Including . .

S: 'Food, water, climate.

T: OK

/./
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S: Uhh, the way the ground is. No mountains, things like that.

T: Now in what way have all these things affected what we do here?

S. I don't knotS. That we farm. [Harry says diffid;ntiy.]

T: Yes, this,is a farming region. What/I'd like for you to do is try to determine
in the village of Rhodes which businesses are farm-related. It's interesting
to find out how many people are in businesses other than ag-related ones.

.Think of your neighbors.

S: They're retired. /1 4

T: We have people who drive to Champaign-Urbana and Rantoul. Do a little check-
ing on your own for me, OK. Geograp Nean exert only a limiting effect on
cultural development. I think we ar y on here. David, would you read?

Sociology

T: We're going to have a test on Tuesday. You'll need to study very hard for
it. All the terms in the chapter will be on the test. You should know
something about them from clasA. [There is much student talking. Some of

it is boisterous. Mrs. F. remains perfectly calm.] Leaf through chapters
three, four, and five. See if you have, any questions. This will amount

to a unit test. Our next unit is on the group and the individual. I plan
to hand out another text and we'l use two of them together. We'll find

examples in one not in, the other. It'll be of greatinterest to you.

' S: Do we need to know all the words? There's about a'hundred o#them.

T: Part of your problem may be you're not attentive in class.

S: How're we supposed to memorize fifty definitions?

It'll be an objective test so you'll be able to use recognition. OK, I
had the librarian bring us books from the library in hopes you'll find
something for your researkh project. For example, the Japanese in the

United States. Also books on Negroes, on protest, and man versus society.

There's been a lot of this in recent years. Why the protest? Do people

gain what they'lle hoping to get? We've got books on crime, overpopulation,

Jews, Puerto Ricans, dignity in4death. So I want you to think in terms of

possible topics. You can use these books, but only in this tom. (All the
students are quiet, liqtening to Mrs. F.) The first half gf the quarter is

over and we'll do .these projects next. Today I'll change the plans a little

and not get into the new chapter. You can study, since it's Friday, and

y can go through the books I have up here. . . . How many heard the Ford-
:

C ter debates last night?

S: I watched 'em come on and go off and slept during the rest.

S: Boring.

S: The best part is when the sound went off.

T: Don't you think there's much to be said for enlightened citizenry?

S: I don't want to know,that bad.

53
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T: I tons impressed with both their presentations. From,what I'd heard, if I
hadn't made up my mind, I wouldn't have been able to decide after last night.
Both did well.

S: fy'the time it was over, Carter was hurting pretty bad.

T: You think so?

Carter's got that smile. I like him better than a long shot.

Mrs. R. does not respond to this observation.' She lks ver xo a student to help
him select a book. There are five boys sitting at the bac of the room, somewhat apart
from other students, engaged in increasingly animated discus

IN
S: Blacks are afraid un efts they're in groups of three. On alone'll never

fight. Jigs are a b nch of bums, anyway. Hate 'em all. never saw one r.

I liked:

c

S: You're a racist.

rl
S: So am I and there's nothing wrong igth it.

S: Yeah, nothing wrong with it.

S: They're stupid.

S: No, they're not.

S: Let 'em go right back to ON jungle.

S: They sit back and collect all that welfare.

S: "'think you ought to shut up.

T: I don't. mind if you discuss sam4hing current if you use logic. This is
not constructive..'

S. We keep 'em alive.

S: They got the worst-end of the deal. e rip off.

S: Yeah, they collect food stamps drive Cadillacs.

S:. They shouldn't get to go to hool free. That's why there's so many black
-athletes now.

T: I don't think you're getting anywhere':

S: I never saw one with a good education. ANe

S. We drove 'em from it.

T: I thin% a debate would be fine but we need to establish some rules. OK,
we'll set one up. If we have a ate, you'll,need to do research: Get
some facts. Not just your opinion

We went to town the other day and heartthis old black bum c laining

abut her welfare check.

Maybe she had obligations.

10
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S: If it was a white perS9v.., he'd take care of the thing himself.

'S: She'll just go home and sit in front of her color TV.

T: Tim, we'll close this discussion now.

S:, Can we have a panel discussion among us four?

S: .T want a boxing match.

T: Tim, consider it closed till we get guidelines. We can't start on Monday
'cause we've got205 things to do.

S: IMm ready right now.

Mrs. F. goes toanother.part of the room to continue helping students select a book.
The boys at the back of the room continue their verbal sparring.

Sociology students are tested regularly. Their first test of thesemester ajcpears
as Appendix E. It includes the mixture of objective and subjective test items that Mrs. F.'s
tests usually contain. She always includes several essay questions; though many students
will respond not so much-with an essay as with several lines.

High School Students' Views of Social Studies

Steve: A Junior

f'

"U.S. History, it's about events that happen in the past, people doing things that
- we're still doing the same things.today. All we're talking about now'is industrialism,

the big industrialists. Back then they paid people little, fired you at the spur of the
moment, and you worked long hours. Now it's better. You can talk to the boss and you
don't get fired without speaking your piece first.

"We itudied-IMMigiiI1FrW-how people'like'the Chinese, etc., came over here and took
jobs-for less money. They also used child labor. I didn't like immigration; those people
shouldn't have been able to come. They took out jobs. If they did not jobs, the
immigrants went to live in slums. I got this idea about immigration f m the text because
those people did not stay at home to settle their problems.

"In history we read, see films, get notes from the teacher, talk and take tests or
quizzes. I'd like to see, more films. We saw Jazz Age, but it was not on the subject we
were on at'the time. The book was better than 'B. film in this case, but people pay more
attentionto films. Lectures get boring. Films have some funny parts and the class is
funny only when students make jokes. We learn more from films. It's not over our heads
like some of the language the teacher uses.

, "When we have discushou, the teacher is wanting to find ut if we read the chapter

and looked up the words in bold 16ne .print. Those usually ar on test Also if we under-
stood what we read and can recalle faoeg. Our books are o en when we do this. She

always asks questions from the back of the chapter and some from the top of her head. - And

,sh&11 ask our opinions, like what we thought of immigrants or the Pullman strike. We also

4
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Y
have essays to write on tests, but essays are worth not more than ten points out of one
hundred total. You don't have to go to no great deal on the essay. It just takes about a
paragraph to sum up what needs to be said.

"What I liked best last semester in history was the qfing, the mock election. We
had to really work together. We got experience to know ho to vote. It was fun. For
electing class officers, you just raise your hand, but the residential elections took the
whole day. We all participated, not just one person doing t. In anything.else in history,
just one or two people are always answering the questions. Here, we all helped.

"In class, we read what we're supposed to, at least occasionally. Nobody does too
mt,tch in history because most think it's borfhg. You go through the sameproutine. When
the teacher asks how many read the lesson, only one or two raise their hands.

"We thought the section on, the gold rush was interesting so most students read it.
I read that chapter. It was interesting because people went so crazy to get the gold.
That was dumb; they should have shared.

"Before a test, I look into the chapter, flick through the headings. You have to
read the class notes because you couldn't pass the tests otherwise.

"What I'd like to see in class is debates, because people got different points. We
ough to get practice tests before the real tests so we'd get more involved. Current events
in c ess would be a good thing, too. bivide up into teams and use a newspaper that has
questions we could answer, like one-pointers or two-pointers. We got more out of history
in junior high. We all read t1e paper and watched the news all the time. Now we only read
the sports. In junior high we chose up teams at the beginning of the year and the winners '
drank pop. The teacher always showed us the other side of things, like if the immigrants
didn't come here what would have happened. And everybody read All Quiet on the Westeriy
Front. We all paid more attention is junior high in everything. Things have changed now.
Teachers just want to get rid of you to get you through high school. They figure you know .

when you don't know. We all participated back then. Now we've lost contact with teachers.
Maybe it's"a generation gap."

Tammy:. A Junior

4

"Next year 1'14 take sociology and psychology. I need them because they're useful for
being a psychiatri4' nurse. Any course I take'is for my own personal interest or for cd1-
lege., In U.S. history this year we're studying about the changing course of our country.
That's what U.S. history is about. About people. It's the same for any history--the way
a,country is and how it grows, the patterns of society, the way it integrates, with the
world, how different groups come together .to make a nation (like the melting pot in the
'U.S.), and how a nation needs to-change to fit into a changing world. It's a useful course
because we learn more about people, why they behave the way they do. For example, learning
about the'Persecution'of blacks--this helped me to understand blacks today.

'Bill: A Senior
4

; "Ever since I entered high school, ,always had a full schedule. No free periods.
This year I'm taking two sciences. .Took industrial arts last year Never considered
taking sociology or psychology. .1 don't know, it concerns your everyday life, but I never
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placed too much emphasis on it. When classes I thought were mere important became avail-
able, I never gay.. the others a thought. My interest [in social studies] never got built
up in the first place. Of course, I had to take U.S. history. I had a bad teacher [Mrs.
F.'S predecessor]. He's gone now. The class was a rehash of junior high stuff. It was
just something I had to take.

"In the past year or two I've heard talk about consolidation around home. It is a
definite possibili y with enrollment going down. My family is strongly against it. Stu-
dents talk about t quite a bit. We're privileged to have a school like th s. We think of
ourself as the c eam of the crop around here. It's a pretty good school. It's the cleanest
and most orderly. I like a,school that's small and nice, without destru tion. There are
advantages to a small school. Small classes mean teachers can put more emphasis on learn-
ing and learning right. Here teachers can afford to make sure you're etting it, especially
in chemistry, physics, and math., It's no problem to see a teacher to g t help. We only
touch on trig and calculus in senior math, but maybe it's better to touc on it and get it,
than to take a whole class on the subject at a larger school. Sure, everything's not per-
fect. Probably U.S., history is the worst class Lever took. I learned something, but I
didn't enjoy it. He mispronounced words; that was a standi joke in our class. },,lec-
tured for the first nine weeks right from the book, and he acted_14ke he hadn't heard about
the things he was teaching about."

Junior High Social Studies -
Mr. J.< Social Studies Teacher and Junior High Principal

"Here in the junior high we teach geography of the U.S. in the fifth grade. Then it's
Latin America and Canada in the sixth grade, the western hemisphere minus the U.S. We use
an outdated book for this, good on geography, but poor on current events. Seventh graders
study world history. The urban revolution is the theme of the book. Kids don't seem to
appreciate world history. And we finish off with U.S. history, which is what I teach.

"I don't know how Mrs. F. over at th high school does it, if she teaches pre-or-post
1865, but I don't get past World War r. I n't really follow the bOok. We go right past
the colonial period, skipping the first two hundred pages. However, we do spend about two
months on the Constitution. This is important; if you learn to play a game, you have to
learn the rules. The Constitution fascinates me, especially since the school law course I
studied recently. I bring in case studies on_constitutional law and also ecent ones' like
the Tinker/case in Des Moines.,

"What I try to do in this course is to get 'em to think a little. That's the hardest
thing. We don't do a whole lot with memorization. Now'in the first half of the course I
emphasize the build-up to the Civil War. 'Keep this in mind all the time,' I say to the
class.. Then about one and a half weeks on manifest destiny--what it is and was it right.
I ask them to put themselves in place of people and think how they'd feel if they were run
off their land. Kids relate to the Civil War. They don't understand slavery. There's a
hell of a 16t of prejudice around here. Students read how slavery is a good thing in one
handout and then in another they read a Southern industrialist saying it's bad for the
economy.

"The kids are more open than their parents, I think they're more open than they were .

six years ago when I came here. Kids have to learn to understand why they believe what
they believe and also how their beliefs arg a reflection of their parentg. I've been
'criticized by,parents and also by a board member who thought I was criticizing Catholics.
Once I asked a kid to explain the confessional. His father was furious with me.

J..
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"There's a few major points I try to emphasize whatever we're discussing. First is
that if you understand what came'before, theh you'll understand what's happening today.
Second is to be open-minded, about different people, religious, and political systems.
I also got iikto hot water on that. I've been accused of being a communist and an atheist.
Once the science teacher and I brought our two classes together to discuss Darwin. We were
studying the twenties in history and talking about the Scopes trial. A few periods later
a kid came by and asked if I was an atheist. These students ,are riled by a discussion of
evolution. There's many fundamentalist Christians around here. Kids asked us if we per-
sonally believe in the theory and we had to say yes. They don't understand that Darwin
was still a Christian even after developing his theories. Recently people from the Gideon
Society came in to make a presentation of little Bibles. They got permission from the Board.
This isn't right. What about the rights of the minority? Anywiys, another thing I empha-
size is an understanding of freedom and responsibility. The two go hand in hand. Freedom
is always qualified; nobody's got it complete and total.' Personally, my own philosophy
is very conservative, especially about the expansion of money. I never could understand
Keynes. I think both people and governments should live within their means. The last thing
I push at 'em is the human aspect of war. Today kids seem to be getting back to the bang-
bang stuff like when .I was a kid. They were playing a shooting game at recess yesterday.
In history we'll spend two weeks on All Quiet on the Western Front. Atone particular
point in the novel I've Shot off a starting gun for dramatic effect. I've always hated
war myself: I was drafted but never went to Vietnam and kids now don't ever know about
Vietnam. My ideas were shaped in the late sixties."

Grade School Social Studies -
Mrs. B.: Fourth Grade Teacher

"Rural kids have a different experiential background. A fourth grader here is like a
third grader in Champaign. They are not aware of places and differences in people,in cul-
ture that even a small city like Champaign has access to. All kids here have had very
similar experiences and hive the same way of thinking through things. Even in regard to
kids' experiences with older'kids--they're'with the same kids from kindergarten on up.
This is a limitation of rural schools. The students are not used to differences of opinion
and different kids. It takes a new kid a longer time to get accepted. Here it'is safe
and not so worldly.

"For. me, social studies is of middle level importance. Reading and math are ahead,
butscience is behind it because I'm not as good'in science as in social studies where I
do lots of map work. Kids have no concept of where places are. We have a text, but I
haven't used it yet. The name of the text is Exploring Regions from Folletts. I also
emphasize how to read maps. My husband is making tapes on little known countries like
Andorra and Monaco, He also helped me prepare the map units. This year I'm working on
interests, what interests the kids. For example, deserts- -what they are interested in
knowing, the animals, the location, etc. They can work on things of interest which they
list, I list, the book lists. They'fl work in groups and singly.do a research topic.
They'll make things--animals, deserts, etc. They like making things, but I also want to
develop their research skills so they give oral reports. During the recent space unit,
students asked vet good questions, and if the group did not know the answers, they were
very willing to locate them.

"One unit in our social studies book Is on government and we'll propably hold an
election and organize ourselves as a legislature to make laws. We did this Last year and
it went well. I. was the president and had a veto. They made laws about ftea time, organ-
izing a party, etc. After space, I went, to a unit on light basedon the text. The stu-
dents are fighting the idea of the whole-class-as-a-group thing. They liked the space
unit very much and are rejecting the way we study light, the whole class all together.

I
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They like hands-on activity. They like to learn for themselves. I don't like the whOle
_group thing either% When we get to sound and the water cycle I'll find out what they want
to know d also use E.T.S. kits. I want to try learning centers, for example,, with sound.
All wil have to do Jr -at some time.and those more interested can do more. I tried the idea
in Engl,eh and the students loved it, though it wasn't too flexible because it was skill
and not theme-oriented like science learning center would be. We'll try learning centers
in social studies, too, but I'm not ready yet." ,

/ Mrs. B.'s Fourth Grade Social Studies Class

odfrs \

Lrs. B. instructs her students to leave their groups and return to their own seats.
ecords each group has kept. "OK," she says, "now you've got to switch

Several s dents make a gear switching noise.gears."

T: Table two is ready. Robert's ready. Everybody's ready. OK, switch from
measurement to talking about the globe. .[She holds up a globe.] This thing
around the center Of the earth is the eqllator., Is it real'ly there?

S: No.

T: What does it split the earth into'?

S: Hemispheres.
k

9

T: lhich one are we in?

S: The western and northern both.

T: [Mrs. B. leaves her desk to pull down some maps.] If you can't see, come
and switch your chairs to the front. The maps here show the eastern and
western hemisphere. Here's the equator. Right? OK, here is Antarctica.
What hemisphere' is Antarctica in? `

S: South.

4
T: Yes, because it's below the equator. Another one?

S: Eastern.

S: Western.

T: Can everybody see the Indian Ocean? Who can -tell the what hemisphere it's in?

S: Southern.
114,

T: Yes, because it's below the equator. One more.

Eastern.
4

T: Is it above the equator?

S: Yes.

T: Yes, a tittle bit; just a smidge. Let's check out Africa. What hemisphere is
it in? Jim.

Northern and southern and eastern.

5 I-
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T: Yes, because it's above and below the equator.

T: Plizat ocean is in all four hemispheres?

S: Pacific.

T: Another one?

S: Atlantic.

T: I think you've got this down well. There's a couple of questions on the work-
,sheet about hemispheres. If the question.is "N.A. is-blank of S.A.," start
with the second one. Remember. Save yourself a hassle. Do it the easy way.
Start with the second one. If I said, "Africa is blank of Australia . . ."

S: South.

S: Ohhhhh.

S: Good grief!

S: Run that one by again.

I; [Mrs. B. explains the point again and then continues.] If you're4acing
the map, up is north, down is south, and your right hand is . . . east.
Right.. And your left hand is . . west. [Students return to their desks
amidst a hubbub of pencil sharpening, chair scraping, and desk rummaging.]
If you're done before P.E., yaw have fifteen minutes to find something quiet.
to 40. Turn your worksheet in first. Pqople, I think the maps on the top
of your page will help you more than anything else. [She says in re-
action to the scurrying around the room for globes and atlases. Many stu-
dents go to Mrs. B. for help. She offers it willingly and patiently, re-'
explaining often what she had explained in her general presentation.]
If you're not done, stick it in youridesk and finish it after lunch. Get
ready for P.E.

T: From your list of three chc*rs I made up a list of people who will work
on the different topics. Sometimes there's only one person on a-topic.

© You might-not want to work alone. I tried to give you your number one
choice, but,there's no more than three in a group. If you want to switch,
this is your chance now.

i

S: I'm on'Mars. Can I change?
4

-11: Yes, if you want to:--If you're satisfied with the group-yegillie"-on;-pn-the
list on to the next person.

Students come to the rear table full of space books. A pair of girls get one book
and go to the reading corner. Two boys come to find' references on Cape Canaveral. Soon,
the students are clustered in a tight knot at the table, searching for hooks that fit
their topic. Two boys and a girl talk about who likes whom. The girl says she'll tell
Tracy. Several boys wrestle over the use of the unabridged dictionary. Others play with
halioween decorations and a little car. One group of three students, books in hand, wander
a hit until they find what they feel is a comfortable place to settle down.

One group is-investigating Cape Canaveral. Eric browses in an unabridged dictionary.
Cindy looks at pictures in a reference book. She turns to one of a rainbow and says,
"David, do you know if you walked toward a rainbow you could never touch it. It just looks
like it touches the ground." David asks'no one in particular, "You guys find anything
yet?" I'll look in this World Book.", Eric comes across the word "cobra" in the dictionary.

60
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"Wow! LoOlk- at.that. Six feet long." He tells Cindy not to copy down what she finds in
her dictionary because it's the same as in hips. Ajthey determine that a. book contains
nothing of value to them, they return it to the main table, their initial large stock
of carefully hoarded books slowly vanishing. *Over a period of twenty-five minutes, the
group's attention is fully focused on their sourA, though not, necessarily on Cape Cana=
veral. They speak, frequendy about not forgetting to take notes, but at most write only
a few lines.

Mrs. B. ends this session as she announces, "People, icy hree minutes we go to lunch."
Books are re rned to the table and students line up in pairs, two girls waiting for Mrs.
B's signal tO eave with their shoe laces tied together,

The day a er the above lesson Mrs. B. distributed the following outline of wdtk in
language arts w ich will accompany the class'social study work on space.

(Fourth Grade Unit Work on Spaceships and Explorers)

Space Monkey
go over ;hew words with me, read story
worksheek
self-help 37, 38
workbook 50,51,52,53
conference with me

Three Skies
Read poem. What do you think the poet means?
:Mink about the colors you have seen in the sky--during the day, before
a storm, at sunrise,-sunset, at night. Draw a picture on a small sheet
of paper which shows a sky . . .

'America's First Astronauts
go over new words with me. Read part I, pp. 148-158
pretend you were writing about Alan Shepard's flight for a newspaper.
Tell about it in 3-5 sentences (or more). Include who, what, when,
where, why, and how. Try to make it interesting but include necessary
details . .

Flight Song
read poem to yourself
get in a group of three people, to read it as a choral reading (one person
reads the first stanza, another reads the second stanza, and another the
third stanza. Then you all read the fourth stanza together.) Read it to

- me after you have practices . . .

F

End-of-unit
do p. 83 igrbook
on p. 184, pick one of the mini-stories and write several paragraphs
about it
self-help p. 45-46
workbook p. 66, 67; 68

group contest
evaluate unit
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Mrs. T.: ( Second Grade Teacher

4I feel the same about social studies as I do about science. don't see it as a
subject for which there's a need for evaluation or a formal textboo . Second graders need

,

the beginning of map skills: Kids today are, conscious of places. W contrast rural and
urban living, but don't do much with government. This year we participate&in the mock
election. We identified the candidates, not the issues. We used,ballots from our Weekly
Reader with pictures on them. The results here followed community and area results--pro-
Ford, but not strongly. From time to time I encourage them to become aware of the news on
TV and we talk about it. Each week we get our Weekly Reader and discuss the stories, look
at the pictures. Each morning we have a discussion time, but they talk. more about personal
and family-topics. I ask open-ended questions.

"As social situations occur in any of our reading material, they're used for discussion.
For example, there's a story on Washington, D. C. and what some groupie kids are seeing
there. I get out my maps and we locate the Capitol, Washington Monument, etc. I'll bying
in my own books on the White House and'they'll do picture looking. I'll also bring books
from the library so kids learn there's different sources of information.

"There's a few big things I try to get across under social studies. First, an intro-
duction to map skills. Setond, to get a feeling of their own family unit as part of the
bigger community. Third, to talk about people in positions of authority in the school and
family. And fourth, to understand types of work, ways of earning a living. Kids don't
realize there are so many'ways people earn a living."

A
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APPENDIX A - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST FOR CHEMISTRY II

Chemistry II Chapter 17 Study Guide

23. What does the suffix -diene indicate?
24. What is the structural formula for butadiene? How is it prepared? What is it

used for?
25. Write the 2 resonance structures for benzene.

;26. What is the name and structure for the C
6
H
5.

group?
27. How is benzene obtained? What are. some of its uses?
28. Complete the following equations. Write names for all products.

a) + Br
2

Fe

d

H
2
SO

4
+ HNO

3

SO
3+ H2SO4'

A1C13
+ CH3C1

A1C13
+ C

2
H
4 HC1

catalyst

6500

What is the product of f) used for?
29. What is the name..for Si*
30. How is natural rubber produced? ',
31. Why is sulfur added to tubber ?'
32. What is vulcanization? -bescribe what happens during this process.
33. How is neoprene produced? What is its advantage?
34. How is SBR produced? Why is it used ih tires?
Oir How is buryl rubber produced? What is its advantage?
36. How is nitrile rubber produced? What is its advantage?
37. Draw structural formulas for each.(of the following compounds.

4, a) 2-pentyne d) ethyl benzene
b) 1,1,2,2-tetrabromoethane e) 2,3,6-trifluoro-l-heptene
c) nitrobenzene 0 3,4 decadiene

38. Name each of the following comp nds.

a) b)

-6-
;

-6-C=c-c-c-
, I 1 I

c)

c

1

e)

c.

d)
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Chemistry II Test on Chapter 17

Part I: Answer each of the following questions completely and carefully.
1: Explain why a student should not perform any experiment with organic compounds without

detailed laboratory,instructions and then only with the supervision of ao...iatrucfor.
(5 pts)

2. 1Wtite the Structural formulas for 5 of the isomerd of C51112. Name each of the isomers.
(15 pts)

3. Write the empirical formulas for the compound consisting of 12 carbon atoms if (3 pts
each)

a. alkane b. alkene
c., alkyne

4. Define each of the following. ts each)
a. dimerization: e. alkadiene:
b. fractional distillation: f. aromatic:
c. cracking: g. halogen:
d. vinyl group:-extra credit h. vulcanization:

Part II: Draw structural formulas for,each of the, following compounds. (5 pts,ea6h)

1. 2-pentyne
.2. 1,1,2,2, tejrabromeoethane
3. nitrobenzene

4. ethyl benzene
5. 2,3,6, trifluoro-l-heptene
6. 3,4, decadiene

Part Name each of the following compbunds":- (5 pts each)

1. H H 7 2. H ,H H
H -6 -c=c -c -c-H

A A df. h H H H

3. 4.
h hhhhh
H-c-H

.

5.

t

./`

I

#4.

6

6.

C2H5

C2H5

H H

H-6h-C=6-C=C-1-H

h
r-

I ,
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APPENDIX B AN AS8J,GNMENT FOR BIOLOGY CLASS

Questions for "Bugging, the Bugs"

1., Define each of the following words.

a. inoxuous

b. efficacy
c. entomologist

d. pheromones
e. ubiquitous

2. List at least 2 reasons why chemical Amsecticid usefullness is now being
questioned.

3. What is "integrated control" of insects?

4. List at least 3 techniques used in "integrated control "`.

,5. When and why did the U.S. first use biological controls?

6.` Dgscribe the method being used to cotitrol California's bollworm.

7. In what other ways are sex pheromones being tgifjzed?

9. How are juvenile hormones being used to control insects?

9. What does Altosid SR-10 colp08squitoes?
A

10. What does Dimilin do to insects?'

'11. What are "anti-h toones"?- How do they affect insects?

12. List 2 disadvantages of using hormones and anti-hormones.

1
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APPENDIX C - STUDY GUIDE AND,TEST FOR BIOLOGY--

Biology Chapter 4 Review Sheet

1. Define ce1,1.

2. Describe Hooke's experiment.

3. Did Robert HookA really discover cells? Explain.

4. What experiment did Dujardiriconduct?

**5. What were the contributions to biology of Schleiden and Schwann?

6. state the two points of the cell theory.

7. What recent discoveries have aided biologists?

8. dive an example of each of the following cell processes in humans.

a. nutrition e. respiration 1. movement
b. digestion f. excretion j. response
c. absorption g. egestion k. reproduction
d. synthesis h. secretion

List the parts of a cell found in each of the following structures. .

a. nucleus
b. cytoplasm
c. cell wall

10. Describe how each of the following structures would look under a light microscope and.
give the function of each structure,

a. nucleus i. cytoplasmic matrix
b. nuclear membrane j. endoplasmic reticulum
c. nucleoplasm, K. ribosomes
d. nucleoli 1. mitochondrion
e. chromatin m. lysosomes

--f: n. Golgi apparatuscytoplasm
g. plasma membrane o.- plastids
h. vacuolnx membrane p. cell wall

-:11. Define organelle.

k

12. Define:

4. chlorophyll Ac. xanthophyll
b. chloroplast d., carotene

13. Describe the internal' structure of a chloroplast.

14. Describe the internal structure of the cell wall.

15. 'Describe the'structure of primary and secondary plant cell walls.

6

e. chromoplast
f. leucoplast
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c 16: Describe how the ultracentrifuge has aided the study of cell organelles.

Devribe how radioautography is used in the study of cells.

18. Define:

a. unicellular organism e. tissue

b. colonial organism f. organ

c. multicellular organism g. organ system

d. cell specialization

Biology Test on Chapter 4

PART I: In the blank provided at the right, write the word or group or words which BEST
completes the statement or answers the question. (3 pts each)

1. The biologist who fistiewed living cells and observed that they had content
was

The process by which insoluble, nondigested particles are eliminated by a cell is

3. The structural unit of all life is the

4. A series of double membranes whiCh connects the plasmaimemibrane-and the nucleus lis
called the ?

5. The "suicide sacs" of the cell which contain digestive enzymes are called the

6. The material located in the nucleus of the cell which carries the cell's heredity
is the

7. The yellow pigment found in cells is

8. The organelle believed to function in` secretion and storage because it is often found .

in glands is the ?

9. A group ilf cells which work together to perform a particular function is called a (an)

r--

10. The center for cellular respiration and energy release in'the cell is the

>11. The biologist who first saw cells'by looking at pieces of cork was

12. The process of transporting food, water, and other esbential materials from the
environment into the cell. is-tailed---4-- -------

13.. A group of cells which live together, but have no real dependence on each other. form

-a (an)

14. The material which gives extra strength to the secondary plant walls of woody plants is

15. Small, spherical bodies in the nucleus which function in.cell reproduction are called
?

16. The red-blue (purple) pigment found in,beets is called ?

17. The plastid in the cell which has the fstion of food storage is 'the

18. Small, dense, spherical bodies which are found on the endoplasmicApticulum and function
in protein synthesis are ?
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19. The outer edge of an animal cell is called the

20. The cells of the ovaries and testes are specialized for the process of ?

PART II: Answer each of the following questions.

1. State the 2 points of the cell theory. (6 int)

2. List 2 recent biological techniques which have aided biologists in discovering new
characteristics of cons. (4 pts) Describe ho* each has been used. (6 pts)

3. Make a sketch of an Anarcopfris plant cell. Label:
pts) -of

1

4. Make a sketch of-a human cheek cell. Label:

cell wall, chloroplast, cytoplasm

plasma membrane, nucleus (6 pts)-

5. Make a sketch of an onion cell to which iodine has been added. Label: cell wall,
nucleus, necleolus, oil droplet (10 pts)

WORDS FOR PART I OF TEST ON CHAPTER 4

cell
hnoke
Dujardin
Schleiden
Schwann

nutrition
digestion
absorption
synthesis
respiration)
excretion
egestion
secretion
movement
response
reproduction

OW.

nucleus
nuclear memb
nucleoplasm
nucleoli
chromatin
'cytoplasm
plasma membrane
vacuole

vacuolar membrane
v endoplasmic reticulum

ribosome
mitochondria
lysosome
Golgi apparatus
plastid
cell wall

'organelle

68

chlorophyll
chloroplast
xanthophyll
carotene

chromoplast
leucoplast

anthocyanin
lignin

cellulose
pectin

unicellular.organism
colonial organism
multicialular organism
tissue
organ
organ system

4
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APPENDIX D

Algebra One Quiz
.

Given that U = { 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; : . . and A = tall even whole numbers)

1. Give:the roster for set A.
2. Form set V, where the eleients of B are obtained by multiplying the elements of set A 7' 1:*

by 5/2.
3. Form set C, where the elements of C are those,elements common to both A and B.
4. Referring to the foregoing sets A, B, and C, indi4te which-of the rellowing statements

are true and which are false:

a. C c A c.

b. C c B d. 0

e . B c A g. A c B i. A c A

f. a = B h. 33 C j. 303 E B

5. List all the_subsets that can be obtained from { R, E, D }.

With the.uniVerse
following:

of all the numbers you know, draw graphs for each of the

6. {0, 3, and all numbers between}
7. .Graph set. C'from exercise three abbve.
8. {All numbers greater than 2}
9. {7, and all whole numbers less that 5}

10. {All numb6rs1between 0 and 3}

I
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APPENDIX E

Sociology Test,- Chapters 1 and 2

Matching - In the space at the right of each definition, write the letter of the word it
defined.

A. plurel
B. group
C. society
D. hypothesis

1. Group of people

E.

F.

G.

H.

case. study

pure science
applied science
community

ti

ar each other in order to satisfy their daily needs.

2. A laurel in which a ple affect each other's behavior.

Research conducted for the. pansion of 'knowledge, not for the sake of utility.

4. A social entity consisting of 46 or more people.

5, Largest group of people who share a unique way of life, occupy a definit. e territory,
and think of.themeelves'as a social unit. ,

6. ResearchNOnducted.in order to make practical applications of scientific knOwledge.

7. Group of people living near each other in order to satisfy their daily, needs.

//-8. A diece'of research which focuses on a specific group of people.

TRUE-FALSE - PlaCe a T after each staff rent which is
which is false,

true A114 an F after each statement.

9., In sociology, the comparative method involves the study of primitive sociAies and
more advanced societies.

10. Sociology is the scientific study of the human individual.

11. Secondary groups are characterized by impersonal, non-emotional relationships.

12. The observation of data is the first, step in the scientific investigation of a
problem.

13. The essential quality distinguishing a humsn group from all other plurels

MULTIPLE-CHOICE - Write the letter of the-best answer in--theippace at right.

14. A family is an example of (a) a secondary group, (b) a primari/grotp,
i (c) a society, (d) an association.

is interaction.

15. A football team would be an example of (a) a primary group, (b) an association,
(c)' an ephemer4/group, (d) a secondary group.

16. 'Sociology is considered to be a social science because- (a) Plato and Aristotle
classified it as such, (b)-it deals with human behayior, (c) its theories can be
used by'other social sciences; (d) it'uses the laboratOry technique.
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17. The statement "poverty EV a cause for crime," is sociologically (a) a fact, (b) a
hypothesis, (c) a variable, (d) an exaggeration.

18. If a sociologist joined atsubmarine crew to study it, he would be (a) pretending he
was someone else, (b) engaging in particivcbservation, (c) trying to get an
outsider's view of the ship's morale, (d) ating inefficient'members.

ESSAY QUESTIONS:

1. Why is a summer visitor or a tourist a poor observef and interpreter of a foreign
country?

2. Can you 4y(plain why sociology is needed in modern times?

3, How does your community help you to meet your needs? List as many as you can.

\
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